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Channel 7 to air Nov. 6
TV 7, Rolla 's first commercial television station will begin
broadcasting on Sunda y,
Nove mber 6. Th e stat ion,
which will operate from 6 a.m.
, to mid night, will use low-power
tra ns missio n t o reach it s
viewers.
" O ur ra nge is on the average of about a 25 to 30 mile
radius of Rolla ," said Jay

Levengooth, one of the station's production ma nagers.
"If you are on cable , you 'll be
a ble to pick it up on your regular cha nnel selector.

progra mming from d ifferent
satellite sources, o ne of which
being Financial News Network.
We'll have one from Busnet,
which is the United States
The new broadcasters make . C ha mber of Commerce chantheir own decisions co ncern- nel a nd the Satellite Programming Network, which will
ing programming.
provide some exercise shows,
" We're not affiliated with as well as so me local proa nybody," said Levengoot h. gramming. We'll also, in the
" We 'll be selecting certain future, be promoting a sports

packa ge that will include area
schools, and we'll be doing
Miner athletic activit ies."
Presently, though, the station is still making preparations to "go on the air."
Said Leve ngooth, "Since
we're not on air yet, o ur typical day is still involved in selling o ut news spots and also in
producing commercials. We

have a trememdous amount
of commercials to produce
before we go on ai r."
"The t hree people that are
in the news are not only doing
the audio for the commercials.
they're also getting their stuff
together as far as being prepa red to go o n the a ir," sjlid
Joel Good ric h, a member of
the production crew.

"[That includes] wo rkingo n
fut ure fi les and mak ing co ntacts with police departments,
highway patrol and political
leaders." Levengooth added .
"They're already shooting
video and bui lding up stock
footage. working O R graphics ,
working on slides, cataloging
these [slides] , a nd stuff like
that."

Plan changes raise questions
BY PAUL McLAUGHLIN
There has been some small
controversy over the greatly
lauded mineral engineering
building, lately dedicated
McNutt Hall. This building
was first conceived by Dean of
Mines and Metallurgy Theodore J. Plange in 1965.
Along about the mid or late
1970s, it became a serious
possibility. At this time, investigations into requirements for
the building were started. Ideas
for basic design were ' tossed
out for consideration.
One major idea, which
within planning circles caused
a great deal of conflict, at least
for a small· number of people,
and a lesser degree for I! larger
number, was the idea of having an earth shelte'red
building.
The earth sheltered structure, claimed its proponents,
would have several
advantages.
Dr. Nolan Aughenbaugh,
then ' deeply involved in the
planning and now teaching at
the University of Alaska in
Fairbanks, says that the earth

sheltered design would have
an insulation advantage. It
would be very energy efficient.
There would be the added cost
of digging and blasting through
rock, but this should be counterbalances by the diminished
cost of exterior finishing.
Finally, Aughenbaugh says he
would personally lik~ to see
an earth sheltered ' building
"just to be on the leading
edge."
. When .an innovative idea
like earth sheltering was presented to tbe general committees involved, it was heartily
accepted based upon the
advantages noted. Dr. Harry
Weart, Chairman of Metallurgical Engineering puts it,
"We were intrigued ." Dr. C.
Dale Elifrits, Asst. Professor
of Geological Engineering, says
that the idea was "originally
sold to the legislature" as an
earth sheltered design.
The University of Missouri
architect, Black and Veatch,
however, decided that the earth
sheltered concept was questionable. Dr. Robert Wolf,
Asst. Dean of Mines and
Metallurgy, says, "Black and

Veatch kept trying to prove must have been very uncomfortable with a lot of rock
that it was uneconomical to
build underground ." Weart excavation. To me, rock excaadds, "In the early stages of vation could be relatively
architectural design, we got cheap."
Elifrits points to the Unithe feeling that they were not
versity of Minnesota's Civil/as interested in earth sheltered
Minerai Engineering building.
design as we were because
It is earth sheltered, it has the
none of their designs were
advantage of savings, and
earth sheltered at all."
dubbed the civil engineering
One professor, who prefers
to remain unnamed, says that achievement of the year, it
Black and Veatch basically certainly has put the Univerdesigned a box for above- sity of Minnesota "on the leadingedge."
ground. When the committee
asked for earth sheltering, the
Eartb Shelter Llvina magazine did a story on Minnesoarchitects brought back the
same box situated one or two
ta's building reporting that it
levels lower.
has 143,000 square feet and is
Later, Black and Veatch 95 percent underground. As
suggested that the earth shelto costs, the magazine states.
tered idea be abandoned. Wolf _"Tbe entire mining concept,
says, "It was the architect's
says David Bennett, president
of the architectural firm , . . .
recommendation based on
their cost projections. The rock
'has proven to be less ex penis fairly close to the surface. If sive to create than equivalent
space in either the cut-andwe went any deeper into tbe
cover or conventional above
ground , all the depth would
ground construction. ' ..
be achieved by rock
excavation. "
Another consideration was
brought out by Weart. He
Aughenbaugh, among othsays that extra insulation effort
ers, was skeptical about the
in a climate like Minnesota
architect's figures. He says,
"The architect or someone
has is cost effective. " They

Dr. Witt returns to Missouri
Source: OPI

chiatry because of the
challenge.

Rolla, Mo. -Dr. Frederick
Witt, staff psychiatrist with
Student Health Services at the
University of Missouri-Rolla,
is pleased to be back in
Missouri.
"I put down some roots in
St. L'ouis at one point in my
career." he said. "and it's nice
to return to the [Missouri]
area. Peopleareveryfr,iendly."

"The field presents a constant challenge," he said .
"There always seem to be new
developments in the area of
treatment. There's a lot to
keep up with."
There's also the challenge
of helping people. "Problems
sometimes appear insurmountable to people,"he said,
"but there always seems to be
some solution. The challenge
and the reward is helping
people to arrive at that point."
As a psychiatrist, Dr. Witt's
primary areas of interest have
been child and adolescent

Dr. Witt, who also serves I!S
director of the Stress Center
at Phelps County Regional
Medical Center and conducts
a private practice, was
attracted to the field of psy-

psychiatry and family therapy.
According to Dr. Witt, his
past experiences with young
people have been very helpful
in working with UMR students. "Some students may
place themselves under a great
deal of pressure to succeed ,"
he said. "We're here to help
them work through their problems and achieve their goals.
The aim of the service that we
provide is to help students
stay in school."
Outside the office, Dr. Witt
prefers to spend time collecting prints and Chinese ceramics and traveling. Among the
places he and his wife, Mae,
have visited are Japan, Aus-

tralia , Europe and the South
Pacific.
Dr. Witt received a B.S . in
chemistry from the University
of Illinois-Chicago Medical
Center in 1950 and his M.D.
from the same institution in
1952.
He has been associated with
the Rush Medical Foundation
in Chicago and the St. Louis
State Hospital. Healsoworked
in private practice in St. Louis
for 21 years and served as
medical director of the Otis
Bowen Center in Warsaw, Ind.
The Witts have two children, a 17-year-old boy and an
18-year-old girl. Mrs. Witt is a
psychiatric social worker.

gain more benefit from insulation," he says. In relatively
mild climates, however. much '
effort to bury a building makes
less sense.

OTHER
CONCERNS
Other prime considerations
invorved , and still do involve,
space and special ized conditions. These mayor may not
have any direct relation to the
earth sheltered idea.
Space requirements:
A pamphlet pUblish.e d in
1979 (which advocated an earth
sheltered building) gave preliminary ~pace requirements
It considered the six departments that are to inhabit the
mineral building. These are
Ceramic, Geological, Metallurgical, Mining and Petroleum Engineering a nd Geol-

ogy and Geophysics.
These disciplines presently
take up 89,275 square feet in
eight buildings: Building 0,
T-15, Old Cafeteria Building,
T-IO, Mining Building, Fulton Hall, Old Metallurgy
Building, and Norwood Hall.
(Square footage is based on
net assignable square feet ; this
discounts such space as janitor's closets and corridors.)
The pamph let projected,
based upon growth of the college, that the new building
would need 92,000 net assignable square feet.
According to Wolf. the
building that is planned has
87 ,260 net assignable square
feet. Th is is a difference of
4,740 n.a.s.f.

see
Mineral Building
page 6

19 UMR students
make Who's Who
The 1984 ed ition of WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICAN UNIVERSITI ES AN DCOLLEGES
will include the names of 19
students fro m University of
Missouri-Rolla who have been
selected as national outstanding campus leaders.
Campus nominating committees and editors of the
a nnual directory have included
names of these students based
on t heir academic achievement, service to the community, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for
continued success.
They join an elite group of
students selected from more
than 1,500 institutions of
higher learning in aliSO states,
the District of Columbia and
several foreign nations .
Outstanding students have
been honored in the annual

directory since it was first
published in 1934.
St udents named this year
from University of Mi ss ouriRolla are:
I. Edward J. Bradley. Jr.

2.
3,
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

William A. Co x
Cynthia A. Farina
Neil R. Feh r
Charles A. Harris
J anet A. Jansen
Cat hy M. Lockhart
Richa rd K. Maguire
Elizabeth ,M, Met zler
Darrell D. Moore .
Rebecca M. Morit z
Karen C. Penney
Steven C. Phillips
Richa rd F. Wacker
Steve E. Watkins
J effrey P. Wieland
Susan L. Wieting
Valerie J. Williams
Joseph J . Wolf

Editor's Note: If your organization Is having a meeting, turn in details to the MINER office In the Rolla
Building before Sunday at 8 p.m., and we will list it in
the Activities Section ofthe paper. No articles submitted will be printed unless written in complete sentences
with proper grammar. No schedule or n yers will be
rewritten and published by the staff for the Activities
Section.
If your organization is sponsoring a campus-wide
event for the benefit of charity, get us details before
Sunday at 8 p.m. We will advertise the event free of
charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any notices or
ads for this page before publication.

THURSDAY
ASEM
On Thurs .. Nov. 3. 1983. the American Societ y for Engineering Management will hold its monthly mtg . at 6:30 p.m. in H-SS G-S . The speaker will be
Rich Kunkel from Anheuser-Busch Companies. Nominations for next se mester's officers will be taken.
M·CLUB
There will be an M-Club mtg. Thurs. , Nov. 3 in Civil Engeneering 114.
Act ives and pledges. be sure to bring your money for yo ur homecoming
button s!
MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING SEMINAR
"No n-Intrusive Diagnostics for Engineering Applications." Speakers are
Dr. Charles C. Limbaugh. Sverdrup Technology Inc. and James Hornkohl,
Univ. of Tennesse Space Institution. 3:30 p.m., Mechanical Engineering 210.
Free.
PHI ETA SIGMA
All new members of Phi Eta Sigma: There will be an initiation test and mtg .
on T hurs ., Nov. 3. Mrs . Daane will be speaking about Big Brothers and Big
Sisters organization. Also, an old member•• please attend to lien plaques. The
mtg. will be at 7 in Chemistry G-3 .
ROLLA CAMERA CLUB
The Rolla Camera Club will hold its regular monthly mtg, on Thurs.
eve ning, Nov. 3, at 7:30 in the lower level of the Production Credit Assoc.
bldg. at Fifth and Main . Sam Turner of the USGS will present a program on
underwater photography. This month's topics for competition and comment
are animals and abstracts. All interested people are invited to attend. For
more information call 341-2932 or 729-5961 , evenings.
UMR FILM SERIES
"King of Comedy," starring Roben DeNiro and Jerry Lewis. Directed by
Martin Scorsese, 7:30 p .m., Miles Aud .. Mechanical Eng. bldg, Season ticket
or S2.50 at the door. ("King of Comedy" replaces the originally scheduled
"Betrayal. ')
VETERAN·S CLUB
There will be a mtg. of the Veteran's Club this afternoon at 4:30 in the
ROTC bldg. All UMR veterans are invited to attend.

PIZZA HUT
Hurry in for a
personal Pan Pizza
for lunch and get a
free Scripto -·E rasable
Pen with each order.
Good 11-4 Mon.-Sat.
Offer good until Nov. 17
or while supplies last

NODAY

FRIDAY
APO DANCE·A·THON
Sixth Annual APO Dance-A-Thon, 5 p.m., Fri. to midnight Sat., TKE
House , 1101 State St. Spectators are welcome. Proceeds go to Muscular
Dystrophy Assoc,
STUDENT UNION BOARD LECTURE
"From Fame . .. An Evening with Professor Shorofsky- Or Converting
Your Education into a Livelihood," Albert Hague, 8 p.m. , Centennial Hall,
Vniv. Center-East. Free.

SATURDAY
ROTC FIELD TRAINING
,The Army ROTC Dept. will be holding its third field training exercise on
Sat.. Nov. 5, 1983. We will be reppellingand doing land navigation (orienteering). Come out for a fun-filled, gorgeous autumn day! Sign up by Nov. 3 in
Bldg. T ·2. Cost is 52.50.

INDEPENDENTS
The Independents will be having a General Membership Mtg. on Thurs ..
No v. 10. The mtg. will be in Civil Engineering 114 at 7 p.m .. Everyone is
welcome to attend . Door prizes and refreshments will be available.

Saturday, Nov. 5, Tau Beta Pi pledges will sponsor a work day. From 8 a.m .
to
they will do odd jobs, and fees are negotiable. To reserve enthusiastic
workers, call Ramsey at 364-2351 ,

m,

SUNDAY
UMR CYCLING CLUB
The VMR Cycling Club will be having a century ride to Montaur State
Park on Sun., Nov. 6. The ride will start at 7 a.m. at the Hockey Puck. If you
plan to attend , please call Warren Jurgens at 341-3299.

MONDAY
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The UMR Amateur Radio Club will hold its next mtg. Mon .. Nov. 7 at
6:30. It will be held in Electrical Engineering rm. 101, and all interested are
invited to come and attend.
WOMEN·S COUNCIL
At the Women's Council's next mtg .• Nov. 7, Castle of America will be
providing free hamburgers to the attending members. The speaker will be Gail
Klauser from NOW. She will speak on "Political Opportunities for Women."
The mtg . is at 4:30 p.m., Library Conference Rm. 202. All women are
encouraged to attend.

TUESDAY
KME GENERAL MEETING
This month's KME general mtg. will be held on Tues., Nov. 8, starting at
6:30 p.m. in M-CS 206. Everyone is encouraged to attend.
RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE
Red Cross Blood Drive, 10:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m., Centennial Hall, Univ.
Center-East.
WOMEN·AT·WORK SERIES
"Images of Women in Science Fiction," Elizabeth Cogell. UMR, noon,
Missouri Room. Univ. Center-East. Fee of S3 for series.

TUTOR-I NG

ALPHA CHI SIGMA
Freshman and Analytical Chemistry
7:00 - 9:00 p.m_ Tuesday and Thursday
Room 126 Chemistry Building

Society of Physics
Physics 21- 25 & 107
7:30 - 9:00 p.m. each Tuesday
Room 130 Physics Building

KAPPA MU EPSILON

8B:~0Id.109

Trig, AIJebra and Calculus
Mondayan Thursday 6.:30 -

Ul

Areas covered: Physics, Math, EE, ChE, E.M.,
Chemistry, English and Computer Science
A complete schedule ofthnes and dates is
available in Room 302 Rolla Building.

ETA KAPPA NU

UMR FILM SERIES
Two features directed by Les Blank. " Garlic is as Good as Ten Mothers"
and "Sprout Wings and Fly," 7:30 p.m. , Miles Aud ., Mechanical Engineering '
Bldg. Season ticket or S2.50 at the door.

TKE's roll keg
for children
Five members of Tau Kappa
Epsilon (TKE) Fraternity will
roll out the barrel to the tune
of 2,348 miles this fall. They
are going,to run from Minneapolis to New Orleans in an
attempt to assist the fraternity's effort to raise S I million
for St. Judes Hospital for
children.

SI. Judes Children's
Research Hospital, founded
in 1962 by TKE member
Danhy Thomas, is the fraternity's official philanthropic
project. The Miller Brewing
Company is underwriting the
cost of the project. NIKE is
supporting the Roll by providing footwear and apparel
for the runners.
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The scl1eduled time of arrival of the Keggers in Rolla is
6:30 p.m. A parade will lead
them through the streets of
Rolla and end up at the TKE
house.

What makes the run special
is that the men will be pushing
a modified beer keg the entire
distance. TKE is trying to take
a negative association of fraternities and beer and show
that men in fraternities care
about others and truly wish to
. help .
Five undergraduate volunteers began on October 12 to
roll a keg through eight states. '
MOVIE MARQUEE
After the trek across Minnesota, Iowa, Nebraska,
Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma,
Texas and Louisiana, the crew I
""~.
will pull into the Louisiana :
'~ .
Super Dome in New Orleans '
[venlnls 7 '" 9:23 p.m.
on December 28. Over the II. ROMANTIC COMMEDY ,
two-month trip, the team will
p.m. on.l,
!
average about 45 miles per
day.
Along the way the men will .
stop at various TKE chapters
to be greeted by various TKE,
city, state, and area officials.
r
I
These officials will speak, and
the keg rollers will be given '
,donations from the town and
THE BIG CHILL

I

BY KOLA

the bystanders to be put toward
their goal.

Submitted by TKE

..
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UPCOMING
BROWN BAG FILM PRESENTATION
The film. "The Witwatersrand Basin" will be presented on Thurs., Nov. 10
at 12:30 in Norwood 305. The film includes a detailed geological history of the
basin and deposition of the famous gold- and uranium-bearing conglomerates . Presented by Sigma Gamma Epsilon. Admission is free , and everyone is
welcome.

Room 209 Math-Computer SCience

1013 Kingshwy
Rolla, MO

KME MATH HELP SESSIONS
Still having problems with math? KME offers free tutoring in algebra,
trigonometry, calc1,llus. and diff. eq . Help sessions are held every Mond. and
Thurs. from 6:30·8 p.m. in M·CS 202.

I!

I
I

EE Help Sessions, Room 105 EE Bldg.
I\~
. e~~rlbls.l
Mondays 7-9:00 p.m.
I
y
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IS tuCo appropriates' funds
BY KOLA AGAGU

that according to University
policy, any student on academic probation is subject to
dismissal if currently enrolled
in more than 13 hours .

The Student Council met in
a regular session at 6:30 p.m.
on Tuesday, October 25 to
discuss current items .
The meeting opened with
the officer's report contained
in the follo~ing:
1. Student Council office hours
are from 8 a.m. to noon .
2. National Merit Scholar Day
' is October 28, 1983. The
University Day is scheduled
for October 29, 1983.
3. October Board of Curators
meeting was mentioned from
which it was gathered that
(i) you can now "prepay"
student fees, (ii) U M KC will
probably have a new multipurpose building. Student
fees will increase ' $35 per
year.
.

No cards or registration will
be processed for registration if
fees are not paid by the
deadline.

The Registrar's Office is
informing students by mail

On Affirmative Action / Equal Employment Oppor-

Constitutions for U M R
Bowling Club, the Sylvan K.
Bradley Memorial Company
Association of the U.S. Army ,
Blue Irises of Theta Xi Fra ternity, (Little Sisters), the little Sigmas of Sigma Chi ThetaEta Chapter, "The Daughters
of the Emerald"-Little Sisters of Sigma Pi Fraternity
will be reviewed by Student
Affairs Committee on N ovember 3, 1983.

tunity Committee, an announcement was made that the office
of Civil Rights is on campus.
They are interested in talking
with students. Anyone wishing to talk with them should
contact the Dean of Students'
Office.
The Ad Hoc Committee on
School Spirit has been disbanded . Its function has been
assigned to the Blood Drive
Committee.
Organization reps were
reminded that some of them
had to sign up for thier blood
drive service hour. Blood drive
dates are November 8-9. Flyers will soon be avai lable for
the T J and Quad reps to
circulate.
Recruiting and Hospitality
Committee hinted that work
will soon comOlence on the

,5'\'

One of the subjects discussed was the Open Container
Law. According to the law,
anyone publicly carrying an
lcoholic beverage in some
open container can be arrested.
If ca ught, people over 21
years of age will face a $50 fine
plus $14 court costs: minors
will be forced to pay an extra
$50 in fines. At street dances,
police will consider students
holding drinks beyond the party's immediate vicinity in violation of the law.
Spendoni also warned that
stricter DWI'spot checks' will
soon be practiced. Patrolmen
will randomly stop cars at

Student representatives asked
questions about the 'buddy
system'that Spendoni stressed.
'People should go in groups
and make sure the others
don't drive while drunk or do
anything crazy.' says Kevin
Lyons, Crysophylos - rush
chairman for TK E, who attended the meeting. 'If you're
throwing the party the system
doesn't matter much, but when
you go to some one elses you
should be more carefuL'
Copies of these rules will be
given out to people seeking
loud speaker permits at City
HalL

.,

Kevin Lyons said that the
representatives were to let
everyone in their organization
aware of these rules.

, "
of.Rolla
the American Legion Auxiliary, Doris Redman (left),
V.rglD.a Swinfard (second !rom left) and Helen Leavitt, president (second from right), present a
check. to Howard Eloe, d.rector of the University of Missouri·Rolla Development Fund, to
establish a new student loan fund at UMR, Those eligible to use the new American Legion Aux.
iliary Fund include UMR undergraduates who are veterans of any of the U.S, armed forces or who
are members of such veterans' immediate families. Those students may borrow the amount of a
semester's fees from the fund. The loan is interest free until the student leaves school but is ex.
pected to be repaid, at five percent simple interest, within two years after he or she leaves cam.
pus.
__
~

j

I

Alex Pizza Palace
122 W. 8th Street Rolla

NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

364-2244
10% off all purchases wit h this coupon
ex pires l\ov. 31. 1983 .

t

--

Ask Peace Corps volunteers with degrees in Civil
Engineering why they travel half way around the
globe to Africa and Asia ... why they work with
water, sanitation, road construction, and structural
projects overseas. They'll probably say they want
to help people, use their skills, learn a new language,
and gain valuable career experience. Ask them why
Peace Corps is the toughest job you'll ever love.

CAR EE R

DEVEL O P ~ I EN T

OFF I CE

Bu e hl er Bld g .
We d ., Nov. 30

PEACE CORPS -

364-2669 or 364-9878'

--- --

You're Needed
All Over the
World.

Si gn up f a y int e rvi dw a n d p i ck
up an ap plicati o n no w:

-SANDWICHES -SALADS
-SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH
For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
-'

.,

One Horse Books and Records
We Buy, Se ll & Trade
Records, Cassettes, Paperbacks and
Rent Records,
Posters For Sale
808 Pine in Downtown RollIl

CIVI L ENGINEERS . ..

p.•.

no"

Earlier on in the meeting,
the StuCo voted on appropriations to the various organizations benefiting from StuCo's share of the student
activity fee . These are organizaitons with no other source
of funds.

night more often to search for
alcohol and to see if the driver
is intoxicated.

By Jane Sheputis
Fraternity and sorority representatives met with Police
Chief Spe ndoni last Tuesday
to ask questions about Rolla
area liquour laws and how the
police will enforce them.

see StuC6
page 5

ILL

,y

A moment of silence was
observed in respect for the
Marines who were killed
Lebanon.

Thus, the app ropriation
being voted on has to do with
StuCo's appropriation for the
'83-84 school year. A summary
of the a ppropriations (or lack
thereof) is presented in the
table below.

ihildren's
II, founded
~ member
sthe frater·

Ip.rn.

The idea of voter registration on campus has been di scarded for various reaso ns,
reported the Student-City
Liaison Committee. A possible StuCo cleanup, compa-rable to the IFC Cleanup, is
scheduled tentatively for
November 20.

It should be noted that this
appropriation has nothing to
do with the recent student
activity fee referendum (referendum will affect '84-85 school
year and onward).

e streets of
at the IKE

:yOR
lOW

Freshman Edition of The
Miner.

Police lay down
law on liquor

Page 4
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Blue Key to hold LeadershipForum StU
BY JANE SHEPUTIS

and dormitory was sent a
notice that invited three deleBlue key members held a gates from each organization
committee meeting Wednes- to come to the workshop.
day, October 26 to discuss the
Leadership Forum Committee
campus Leadership F!Jrum chairman Janet Jansen
that the honor fraternity spon- . explaine,d that the program is
sors each semester. This semes- . designed to make freshmen
ter's Forum will be held
and sophomores who look like
November 10.
potential leaders "a more effiEach fraternity, sorority, cient and productive member

n

w

e

of an o{gIU).ization."
This semester the Forum
will-- be held 4-9 p.m. on
Thursday, November 10 in
Centennial Hall. Delegates will
have to pay S6 for the program.
The fee has been increased
since last · year to keep the
number of participants man- .
ageable, according to Jensen.

s

b

lected was 52 I 7. Thanks to
everyone who collected and·
donated money, making the
fund raising drive a success.

APO helps
UNICEF

Computer
short course

SubmItted by
GInny Fochtmann
Halloween has traditionally
been a time for jack-o-Ianterns,
ghosts and goblins-and trick
or treating for UNICEF. This
year the members of Alpha
Phi Omega service fraternity
helped celebrate National
UNICEF Day by holding a
door-to-door collecting drive.
UNICEF, the United
Nations Children's Fund, was
established after World War
II to provide emergency help
to children who suffered during tbe war. Currently, UNICEF programs assist children
in 113 countries, helping meet
education, health, and social
service needs, as well as providing emergency aid to areas
wben disaster strikes.
On Sunday, October 30,
twenty members of APO canvassed in neighborhoods in
Rolla to help support UNICEF. The total amount col-

Rolla, MO-The University
of Missouri-Rolla will offer
an introductory level short
course on interfacing computers 'to electronic instrumentation April 4-6, 1984, on campus.
The course is intended for
technical personnel who need
an understanding of instruments and data acquisition
systems that are interfaced to
a computer.
The course will cover computer fundamentals related to
instrumentation control, analog signal acquisition, processing and conversion to digital form, and interconnecting
computers and instrumentation using· the IEEE-488 parallel and RS-232 serial interfaces.
For further information
contact: Bill Kratzer, Engineering Continuing Edueation,
UMR, Rolla, MO, 65401 (314)
341-4200.

Pliysicsalumni to
give lecture
Rolla, MO-Two University
of Missouri-Rolla physics alumni will speak at a department of mechanical and aerospace engineering seminar on
non-intrusive diagnostics for
engineering applications at
3:30 p.m. Thursday, Nov. 3, in
210 Mechanjc;al Engineering
Building.
. Speakers are Dr. Charles C.
Limbaugh, Sverdrup Technology Inc., and James Hornkohl, University of Tennessee
Space Institute. Both hold
.. B.S. and M.S. degrees from
UMR. Limbaugh also received
a Ph. D. in physics from the
University of Tennessee.
The seminar is free and anyone interested is invited to
attend.

UMR professor
receives NSF grant
Source: OPI
Rolla, Mo. -Dr. Thomas
O'Keefe, professor of metallurgical engineering at the

CREDIT FOR

Participants will be busy
during that evening. The Key
Note Speaker and six members .
of the Blue Key fraternity will
give speeches during the program and dinner. Students will
also get to exercise leadership
techniques through such
activities as a "play" meeting.
The program focuses on

r

•

teaching "problem solving,
communication motivation,
delegation of authority and
time management skills," says
,Jansen.
Former participants feel the
program is very "worthwhile."
Daniel Ward, secretary of the
Photography Club, says, "To
me, it verified common sense

e

I

University of Missouri-Rolla,
has been awarded a research
grant from the National
Science Foundation.
The 527,134 grant is for a
research.project entitled "Electrochemistry Research Needs
for Mineral and Primary
Materials Proc~sing."
O'Keefe also is a senior
research investigator at U M R 's
Graduate Center for Materials
Research and director of
UMR's Institute for Chemical
and Extractive Metallurgy. He
joined the UMR faculty in
1964.
.

and taught me how to be
agressive and get things don~."
Kevin Renfro, President of
the Student Council thinks,
"If you only get something out
of one thing, it's worth it. The
program gets people more
involved in the campus, they
meet the 'other delegates and
get to see more of what's going
on,"

s

f

Dr. Uehing talked about
when Columbia College in
Columbia was started as an
all-woman, Christian institution, how many male observers were Shocked at the revelation that women could be
educated.
'We've come a long way,'
she said, 'but we're still not
there.'
She said there are still occurrences of discrimin~tion and
tokenism, but there are fewer
of them now than a few years

r~llll

,"

"""
ago. One of the biggest strides
women have made is their
breakthrough into non-traditional roles, she said. In 1978,
for the first time in the United
States, the number of women
undergraduates outnumbered
men.
She also believes because of
the gains in the 80's, the
women's movement will start
working from strengths instead of weaknesses. Women
need to begin believing that
they are a capable, viable
force in the work place and in
the job market.

,............

UM C Chancellor
speaks to women
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wants to give your hair a personalized lookl;
Come in today and take
;
advantage of these specials:
;

By Phyllis J. Hanter

$5.00-Haircut
;
University of Missouri-Columbia Chancellor Barbara
$5.00-off perms (Reg. $25.00) ;
Uehling spoke Tuesday at the ;
Expil•• 12-23-83 PI.... pr...nt thi. coupon. :
Women-at-Work series talk,
, Directions in the 80's.: and ~ 364-4282 Open 9-6 .Mon-Set 211 E. 8th Str.et ;
~ ••••••••••••••• !,!,I1~,_ ~~________ .......... .
Education. '
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MUSIC 'BY EXPLOIT
GAMES: Skoal Spitting
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Bowl
VlSA '" and MasterCard'" Credit Cards Now Available
to Students through TlIT1ESRVER" 's BankActlon Programl
No Minimum Income or Job Requirements.
Savings account and fees required. Mall this coupon for complete
Information.
Send to : Timesaver Headquarters Building I
Student Dept I 12276 Wilkins Avenue I Rac~vllle . MD 20852
Nome
Address

State

C ity

Zip

School AMending
Soph 0

$·3.00/Cup

$3.50 at the Door

All you can drink
BUSCH BEER

Phone (

Status: Fr 0

Bar Lights as Prizes

Jr 0

Sl 0

Grod 0

There's Never Been a Better TIme to Get Vl~A'" and
MasterCard'" Credit Cardsl Apply Todayl

_All proceeds go to charity!

Pro-r
Bowl

Qual
for priz

C
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ORGANIZATION

APPRQVro

USEAGt:

Hon - Yarsity Sports

•-•-,,-r-'-""-o---'-,-,0-00-.--s-,,-,,-,-. --'-',-"-0-.--T-r••-,,-[,-,,-.-..-,RU I by
].287.
1.~50.
I,HO.
Tra .... l Expenses
Bowling

11,585.20

850.

850.

Trayel/rees

Trap and Skeet

1 • ~50.

650.

650.

Travel I:xpenles

--'

--'

S 11 , 850.

$ II, 8~0.

~$19 ,0117 .10

I:quip,.ent

C4JllpuS
"SOt/IlE

In..

Alloci4tion
Co.p. Ha t h

250.

Helix

280.

280.

Indepe ndents
Council

100.

100.

Indian Students

299.

ItIpp. Alpha Psi

soo.

Kore.n Students
lo'Hayyilli

?S.

?S.

Publi,cit y Sign
Resume Book

2 80.

Lectures/Science
Fair

100.

100.

Cultural Night

100.

100.

100.

Guest Speaker

1 ,950.

2S0.

2S0.

Je wi sh Week
Charter Fee (new)

200.

200.

200 .

Phtol Club

950.

299.

299.

Pistol

biders

195.

200.

200.

I:quiplIlent / Insurance

SHPt

199.

Coop I:duca t ion

,

200.

200.

200.

Newsletter

299.

200.

200.

Convention Trayel

,.,

sao.

150.

2511.

ta\J Beta Pi

250.

250.

2$0.

thai Students

710.

200.

200.

International
rest ivai

Vete rans Club

250.

100 .

100.

Publ ici tylTravel

100.

Culture Night

Vi tl tna .. Association
WOllens Council
';UBTOTAL

------- Assoetuion 'or
Black Students

1100.

~

,

- -

,

Black Engineers
dnd Scientists
Blue Key

B.852.

100.

~

,

2 , 9011.

~

,

Open Forum

2 . 9011'.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - - - -' - - - - - '.
1,4"0.

100.

100.

Culture Honth

sao.

500.

500.

Recrui t&Dent/Travel

1,900.

1,400.

1,1100.

Directory

896.

500.

500 .

I:quipment /Travel

900.

1100.

110 0.

TraveVSpeakers

~

TOTAL

,

6.096 .

$11l,94B.

TOTAL AVAlLABLI:

,

$

vatlOn tipS given was to stop
rewarding one's self for not
studying. Normally, when students decide in the middle of a
session to stop studying, they
do something enjoyable like
talking with friends to
~ unwind ." After a while the
subconcious begins to associate pleasant rewards witli
the decision to not study. Dr.
Cooper claims that a student
has noticably more motivation
once he begins to reward himself for every completed task
he assigns himself.

High School Conf

Muslim Students

SUBTOTAL

diSCUSSIOn With peers who can
relate will make the problem
and its solution more understandable," said Dr. Stuart
Cooper, the counselor who
organized this session.
The circumstances that sap
academic motivation most are
~experiencing discouragement
and difficulties in achievement,
having problems with teachers,
letting study crises happen,
and having personal social
problems and losing interest,"
added Cooper.
ne of the improving moti-

'Seminar

I1SM Climbing
Club

Sports Cdr

The fifth presentation in a
series of six provided by the
Counseling and Testing Center, "Increasing Academic
Motivation," was held Wednesday, October 26, from
3:30-4: 10 p.m. in the University Center-West.
The presentation was part
of the Personal Resource
Development program that
every student received mailed
brochures on earlier this fall.
The counselors will sponsor_

one more presentahon that is
open to all and three more
workshops that need preregistration before the program is
completed this semester. As of
October 26, only the Test
Anxiety and the Career Exploration and Decision Making
workshops have any openings
left.
During the seminar students
were divided into groups to
discuss the topics presented.
"I felt the students themselves
have a more exact idea of
what their difficulties are and

Independents'
Weekend

Phi Thet" Kappa

Society of
Petroleum I:ng

~ look I

AMOUNT

_____-"'RL"'QU"'[""ST"'[O"----"RE"'CO"'HH"'Ec!!!NO!£'!!.O-'.~P!!PR!!l!0P~Rl!IA!1.TI!.20!'..N_ _ _ _ __
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,Motivation presentation made
by Counseling & . Testing.. '.
BY JANE SHEPUTIS
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APPROPRIATIONS' SU HHARY
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8,000
5,500

~

,

,

3,850.
6 ,85 11 .

~

,

,

Insurance

3 , 850.
6,8511.

(Campus Org"niza tions)
(N'on-Volrsity Sports)

According to our Const'itution, 10\ of the tot,,1 appropri"tions'
funds 1n each category must be set aside for distribution in the
,pring semester.

Join Us For
Rock N' Roll Bowl
;5at. Nov. 5, 1983

•

or

~
!

1 0:30pm to 1 :30am
Room for 1 to 6 people. per lane
Cost per lane for the 3
hours is $12.00.
Bowl all or part of the three
hours
Pro-rated to a sliding scale.
Bowl to your favorite music.

Qualify
for prizes

Special
beer prices

Colonial Lanes, Inc.
Bus. Loop 1-44 West Rolla MO
364-4124
'call and reserve your lane now'

Presenting High Bias II and the illtimate Tape Guarantee.
Memorex presents High Bias II, a tape so extraordinary, we're going
to guarantee it forever.

We'll gLlarantee life-like sound.

Because Permapass;" our unique oxide bonding process, locks each oxide
particle-each musical detail-onto the tapa So music stqys liva
Not just the 1st play. Or the 1000th. But forever.

We'll mIarantee the cassette.

Every fuCet of our cassette is engineered to protect
the tapa Our waved-wafer improves tape-wind.
Silicone-treated rollers insure smooth, precise tape
alignment. Housing is made strong by a design
unique to Memorex.
.

We'll guarantee them forever.

If you are ever dissatisfied with Memorex
High Bias II, mail us the tape and we1l replace it frea

YlJU'u fOREVER WONDER,

IS IT liVE,
OR IS IT .q~-.
MEMDREX"'f

............-=......nn. . . .________________________--------------------------. . .
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Curat ors told of enrollment drop
BY PAUL McLA UGHLIN

The University of Missouri
Board of Cu rators held their
October meeting on the 13th
and 14th. No items of busi ness
directly affected UM-Rolla,
but two campus-wide items
are of interest. One is a report
on the decline in university

enrollment, a nd the other is ' dents. This is a decrease of859
the au thorization to accept students or 1.5 percent over
prepay ment of student fees . last year's 56,012.

;rh:~~sW~~:IS~~r::r~::;n~~:
received this year.
UM President James C.
Olson announced Friday, Oct.
14, that fall enrollment for all
four campu ses is 55, 153 stu-

According to UMR Chancellor Joseph M. Marchello,
the enrollment for UMR is
7,022.
Marchello says there is a
definite profit in a decreased

enrollment. It frees up professors to do more research and
to spend less time teaching.

Of late the enrollment for
UM R has steadily increased.
In 1978 it was about 5,250. It
increased sharply until 1981
to reach a level of about 7,050.
In 1982 enrollment was 7,200.

Outstanding teachers named
mechanics, received the aBy Phyllis J. Hanter
ward for the third time this
Each year at the U M R Alum- year . I n addition, he has
ni Awards Banquet two pro- received three other outstandfessors are honored as recip- ing teacher awards.
ients of the Amoco FoundaDr. Oglesby holds a B.S. in
·tion Outstanding Teacher A- civil engineering from Virgiward. The award is accom- nia Military Institute and a
panied by a $1000 check. Dr . . M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from
Oglesby and Dr. Askeland the University of Virginia. He
were this year's recipients.
has been teaching at UMR
Dr. David Oglesby, asso- since 1968.
ciate professor of engineering
Dr. Oglesby is the primary

freshman advisor for engineering mechanics majors and is
the department graduate coordinator. He is a Kappa Alpha
a lumni, an advisor to Beta
Sigma Psi, and faculty advisor to the Rugby ClUb .
Dr. Donald Askeland, professor of metallurgical enginee ring, is the other recipient
of the Amoco Foundation
Award .

He received a B.A. and M.S.
degrees in engineering science
at Dartmouth. He holds a
Ph.D. from the University of
Michigan. He has been teaching at UMR since 1970.
Dr. Askeland has extended
his career to work with high
school students interested in
engineering careers. He has
also been advisor to the American Foundrymen's Society for
12 years.

Mineral Building·changed

from
page 1

Projected enrollments look to
an enrollment in the fall of
1986 of less than 6,300.

Board of Curators to allow
the University to enter into
agreements to accept prepay-

M:r~~:~I';:,t::I~~:i~~~~i~~~~ ~:~:~n~~~et~t:t.:::~~~~;ff~~!~
of enrollment restraints and a
decline in students graduating
from high school.
The curators also authorized
a plan to accept prepayment
of student fees. A section has
been added to the Collected
Rules and Regulations of the

ROTOCRAFT
Experimental
rotor-blade, (1 O'

and room and board charges
prior to the beginning of the
semester. It also allows the
Vice President for Adminisirative Affairs to approve
contracts to offer such prepayment services to current
and prospective students.
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Wolf, however, defends this microscopes in one lab that expressed somefeeling of loss
building] along."
lower number noting that more must be carefully calibrated at having to give up space in
(Incidentally, Aughenbaugh ·r - - - - - - - - - ·COUPON-·---------,
efficient use of space will be and kept free of vibration. In the large, old buildings to move
is lobbying for an earth shelachieved by centralized labs another lab there will be a into smaller qua·rters.
tered building at the U niverand classrooms. He; says that forge which will produce a
Elifrits raises the question
sity of Alaska where he is
there is adequate room at good deal of vibration and
of the winter sun beating into
now.)
"I
present for all the depart- dust.
the bank of windows (office
Dr. Robert Moore, ChairHe knows the solution that
windows) facing south. He
man of Ceramic Engineering,
ments that are to inhabit the
(short hair)
building.
is being used. "You put them
pain ts a picture of being
says , "If we can get this space t
.
.
I
Indeed , in examining pre- on seperate foundations ," he
roasted in one's off}ce even
now, when everyone else is
liminary space allotment says.
while dressed down to shorts
dropping out, we can be a
charts, it can be seen that
and T-shirts.
regional leader in minerals and ..
Tues.-Sat.
:
there is doubling/ up of lab
HEADACHES
Regardless of what they may
materials research . We already
For
Men
&
Women
I
space in the cases of four labs
have to give up, almost all
are a leader, but [this would
and tripling up in one more.
AND
interviewed express good will
make us] a dominant figure . 1306 E, 6th By Jacl.d e or Marion 364-6236 '1
HAPPINESS
toward what is being produced.
Once the facility is there, we'll L _________ COUPON----------..1
Doubling or tripling means
that different departments
Aughenbaugh, who was
be number one."
share equipment rather than
There are other problems reportedly the bitterest oppo·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
buy and install seperate deviwhose solutions are still. being nent to anything other
ces as is done now with a few
debated.
earth sheltered edif
labs.
To make room for c1ass- "Thefact of getting it is
Though Wolf warns that
rooms, office space has suf- He thinks the idea of
the allotments are by no means
fered. Several professors have
final , allotments as of March . . . ._ . ._ _. ._ _. . . . . ._ _. . . . . .DClIOI_DClIOII
10, 1980 shows that at least
6,486 n.a.s .f. are shared. This
more than makes up for the
4,740 difference presented
above.
Space concerns also look to
future expansion needs .
Enrollment in the School of
Mines and Metallurgy doubled
in a five-year period between
1973 and 1978.
Increases like that do not
always happen, maintains
Wolf. " Enrollment is cyclical, " he says. Wean says,
" Enrollment in engineering
. . has pretty much followed
the economic cycle. Right now
we're beginning to see a lag in
enrollment."
Wolf does, however, note,
"The new· building does not
represent a tremendous space
gain . It is not really sized for
the future, it's sized for the
present. "

I MR. CHARLES COIFFURES I
I
Haircuts $5
I Perm & Cut
$25' ,
I Student Specials with Coupon I
I

-,

Rolla Meat Shoppe

When there's
no more room in HELL
the dead will walk the EARTH!

&

Freezer Locker Co
Fresh Meat Cut
While You Wait

Soda, sandwiches, bread, chips,
milk,eggs, and groceries .

Fraternities & Eating Clubs
Call Us For Our Prices

Specialized conditions:
Specialized condi·tions
involve problems that two labs
could cause for each other.
Weart says that two such con- .
flicting labs are to be located
in the new building, but provision has been made.
He specifies the electron

9th & Oak
Under 10th Street Overpass

Another KMNR Late Movie
364-4327

really appreciate your b,LCJ,nll_cgl:1

Friday and Saturday Nights
November 4th and 5th
RITZ TH EATR E Showtime 11 :30
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Cheryl felt quite co nfident
abo ut her chances. Theyd idn't
UMR's 1983 Ho mecoming · rest completely on th e student
Quee njs Cheryl Denise Smith.
vote. which accounts for 50%
of the elect ion. The ot her 50%
ajunior in electrical engineeris attrib uted to interviews with
in g. She represented the
a panel of judges. The judges
Association of Black Students
(ABS). Everyone b y now
are from each organization
that has a nominee. As a gro up.
should know th a t. so let's tak e
.a more personal lo ok at Cheryl the y interview each girl and
then rank th em (not vote). so
since she is so much in the
even if a girl wins the stud e nt
public eye .
Contrary ·to current popuvote she ma y not win. Cheryl
made every effort she could to
lar belief. Cheryl is not the
find o ut a bo ut this procedure.
first black homec oming queen
of UMR. In 1976 a black girl
She is a lso "a "firm belie ver
from Stevens Co llege represthat prayer changes things.
With the odds--blacks to nonenting A Phi A was chosen as
queen . This is not within most
bl ac ks--God mus t be faithful
of U M R's presen\, students' to promises."
Commenting on the recent
memories. so I asked Cheryl
to comment on the occasion.
crowning of a bl ack Miss
Cheryl knew she would have
America. Cheryl felt th a t this
to work at being elected since could have influenced he r
there are only 15 8 black
chances. She wasn't sure if
thi s would' start a tre nd but
Americans on campus and
since there was another black
she did point out that a black
girl was chosen as UMSL's
girl running. This. she felt.
would split the black vote.
homecoming queen this year.
With a n idea from he r brother
Cheryldoesn't feel that there
and the immense help of Earl
is very much prejudice on
Ma yhorn. she started cam- campus and has felt very little
pai gn ing. Most students were
herse lf. When questioned on a
probably ve ry much aware of complaint tha t there was some
this. 'Tm the type of person
ballot stuffing going on. she
who puts a ll into eve rything I said . "Si nce I am black. I
knew th ey wou ld be watch ing
do:' Che ryl sa id . This was
apparent ftom the posters and
my every move. so I was extra
the campaigning done on the careful. ..
da ys of the voting.
She realized that not everyThe table that was set up one would be ha ppy with her
was a ppro ved by Student as queen. "Everyo ne feel s as
Activities and was manned by though their ca ndidate deserves
to win. Besides. if this were
ABS members for the three
da ys of voting. They knew the
true. wha t were the people
behind the boxes doing?"
black vote just wouldn't be
enough so they stopped stu- .
Cheryl has gotten some '
dents and asked if they had "strange" looks from some
people . but has been mostl y
voted. According to Cheryl.
well received . The people of
many students were naturally
the communit y and her proencouraged to vo te for her.
Cheryl also approached groups fessors have complimented her
who couldn't have nominees graciously . Despite the rain.
and asked them to vote for at the announcement of her
election. Cheryl was "thrilled ."
her.
BY CHRIS DEGONIA

----,

64-6236
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Lots of freaks turned out for a good cause at Saturday's Freaker's BaJJ. The event was Sp(XlS()red by Theta Xi
and KMUR to benefit Multiple Sclerosis.
_.

Meritz receives award
By Phyllis J . Harster

The Crown Development
Trust Fund of Zeta Tau Alpha has awarded a Foundation Scholarship to Beck y
Meritz from Owensville. Becky is a UM R senior majoring
in Computer Science. She
will be graduating in December 1983.
The qualifications for the
award require a 3.0 G.P.A . or
above, and are also based on
chapter and campus involvement. One must also be recommended by a faculty member and a Zeta Tau Alpha
alumna
Only two $300
, scholarships were awarded in
this 8 chapter province.
Becky has a 3.4 G. P.A _ She
has been active in the Eta

Dance benefits MDA
Rolla, M 0-The sixth annual Dance-A-Thon to be
held at the University of
Missouri-Rolla to benefit the
Muscular Distrophy Association (M DA) will begin at 5
p.m. Friday, Nov~ 4, and run
continuously through midnight Saturday Nov. 5, at the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
house, 1l0i State St., Rolla .
The event is sponsored by
the Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity in cooperation with
Anheuser Busch and KCLU
Radio.
Couples who have signed
up to participate in the DanceA-Thori will procure individual sponsors to pledge so

much money per hour for the
total 25 hours of dancing
time.
Spectators are invited to

come watch the dancers and
lend encouragement to their
efforts to remain mobile or at
least upright and moving.

BEST PIZZA
IN TOWN
PASTAS,
. PIZZA, SALAD,
COLD BEER AND WINE
Free party room
WE 1901 N. Bishop
DELIVER Rolla, MO
is available

Theta Chapter here for the
past four years and has served
as vice-president, social chairman, rush ch'4irman, steward.
and parlimentarian. She is
presi.d ent of the Computer

Eric Gieseke

'Help Wanted:
Feature writers.
Pay is 55¢ per
inch.Apply Sun
days at 8 p .m.,
303 Rolla Bldg.

Scie nce Honor Society. Upsi lon Pi Epsilon. Alumni secretary for Blue Key. and a
member of ACM. She has
just been selected for Who's
Who among College Students.

.......... ...,.....
--------------------~~

THE GREAT SONY GIVEAWAYI
'Y

\\OSOv/1.
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Buy any Sony Autosound In-dash
Cassette and Amplifier and Receive a
Pair of Song XS-211 S Speakers

~ --

__ . _--'L- _ ::,'
~"

\, ~ l

"

&

"

.. .""

SONY

FREE
PLUS

A FREE gift from Sony
(Sony Autosound Racing Jacket)
1808 N. Bishop (Hwy. 63 North) Rolla. MO 65401
(314) 364-4191 (Across from Mister Donut)

Video & Car Stereo Speciahsts

~

Planned Parenthood
Central Ozark.
SIIYICES fOI ALL Mill & WO_II

BIRTH CONTROL exams. supplies. Instruction. NATURAL FAMILY
PLANNING. PREGNANCY TESTING and exams. PROBLEM PREGNANCY
COUNSELING on all options: parenthood. odoption. abortion. VENEREAl
DISEASE TESTING. STERILIZAnON COUNSELING & referrals. COUNSELING
on prQblems related to sexuolity and reproduction. EDUCATION. FILMS.
PAMPHLETS.

SEIVICES AlE CONfIDENTIAL
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM-the fundOmental right of every Individual to
decide fr. .ly and responsibly when and whether to have children-ls a
r_Hlrmotlon of the principles of I~ividuailiberty upon which this
country was founded .

IOLUCUNIC
1032. Klngahigh_y (31.) 364-1509
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Female Roommate wanted (oraprin, semester. apartment at Foru"m A 18th . Call
Chri, or Sheila at 364-868'.
LOST: Pair of while leather Nih , at I.M . (ootbaUaame, Monday, October 24.
If found , pluse call 364-8989 and Ilk for Dec.

Dear TJHA Relidentl,
Enoulh alreadyl

Dear W.,
Si,ned,
Someone Who il Tired of Rudin. Your Clallifieds

Be lure to schedule Thermo for nextscmelter 10 that I can tutor you in Heat
Tranlfer.

J.

Sonia B.,

Roommate needed for Spriol '84-Nice apartment. Call Bob at 364...077',

How blatent mu.t I be? Simple conversation would be nice.

Dear Lcda,
I hear that you are,eUin,curiou5 about your friendly pcn· pal. I can 't tell you
who lam evcn if I want to. Don't fish (or Information from me. I don' bitt. That
i. the Bar.cuda 'J job (bitinc)..
Si,ned,
I Was There
To: I W.. There
Oka),. 1 mus,.dmit. you 've .roused my curiosity. Who a re your? Are you who
I thint you are?!! I'd lurely like to know .. .
Signed ,
Lcisha (not Leda)
To the Victim.

Double Trouble &. Sometimes Sidekick

A. J .

NE E DED: A ride to South Carolina for X-Mil break. Would be free by Dec. IS.
Ca ll MariO at 364-14'6.
To All Men (boys) at UMR,

For Sale: Dorm-size refrigerator. Brand new, still in box for 575.00. 341-3275.

2. Surrender of all parking space privilesCi held by South Tower residents.

Congradulacions to Vernon Huggins and Andre Spears on being nominated
Playen of the Year.

3. Agreement to the buy-out of all mealltickers held by North Tower residents
at 150% face value for the remainder of the school year,

A.O .I.T.F.H .A.

l-ota Omega Chapter
Brunene with the Hot Pink Silk
Ihirt with 2-inch long White Frip.e

LOST: A black keyring with four keys in the: Quad parking lot or on the sidewalk
along 9th street ne xt to the Quad, Monetary reward! 364-6953
T he admini strative offi ces of the Mino rity Engineering Program and the
Women in Engineering Progra m have moved to 204 Rolla Building, The tutoring
program and the Itudent organization offices for the Society of Women Engineers, the Society of Hil panic Professional Engineers and the National Society of
Black Engineers and Scientists remain in their same locations.
Fo r Sale: Hewlett Packard 4ICV, Complete wi Itt manuall and recharaable
battery pack with charaer. Save over 33% off present relail value. 341-3445,

4. North Tower will relain the services of all TJ employees.
5, North Tower reserves the right to tax each piece of mail recieved by a South
Tower resident at 150% postage value (This also includes a tax of 150% tax postage
tax on all outgoing mail).

Nice jobl With love and best wilhel'
The Brothers &. Sweethearts of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

How about . ome Michelob? Call me.

The Fifth Floor of the North Tower of Thomal Jefferson Residence HaU
announces the terms for acceptance of the lUCCeuion of the South Tower (rom
TJHA. These termlare al followl:

I. Return of the piano, lounge furniture, and larae screen TV to the North
Formal Lounge.

P.S. Beware of UFO', .
Earl y Morning Moilman.

NEED HELP? Chi Eplilon, the Civil Engineering Honor Society, il offering
: general help scllionl in CE and En • . Mech. coursel. Brina in any problem and
we11 do our bcJt. The tutoring ileveryTuetdayand Thunday evenina from 7:00
to 8:30, Room 119 CE o

You are. bunch of mad animals who Ihould bede.troyed to relieve you of your
miICry.
A Disgusted Woma n

Yes, croutons kill. but so do french friel ! Ha ve you ever tried to bounce one off
your head? We thought 10.

WOOOO DOlliesl
That be hot chile!

PageS

There il an outlandish, grossly funny, character (employee of Professional
Food Management) who entertains the tables ofT.J , cafeteria with various skits
andjokel that you may want to investigate. I call him the HOW-DEE (Howdy)
Man.
Thi s character deservel the recognition he longs for,

If Ihe South Tower does not accept th~ terms of this agreement , please
remember the leadership ofTJHA rest in the handS of the North.
She,
Congrats on the big news (& big rock),

C

Nick Abbot

9" T.J .
To My Breakfast Buddies,
Yes, here it is at last! A classified from me to you! (1 bel you guys thought you'd '
never see it. but you were wrong.) I figured that you deserved one. I mean, it's not
everybody who ciln gel my days off to a good start without even trying.
Keep eating bre:l kfast- it 's not only good for you, it 's good for me. Thanks
guys!
Muffy

ATTENTION LADIES:
Now you know ; someone here appreciates your presence on the campul of
UMR .
Raffles
To the Two Coeds (one from San Diego) Who Live Out Past Wal-Mart:
Please Call us back; the two-room apartment is available again for November.
364-5011

riCO HilI,

-

c.. .. bandkyou!

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES FOR:
- PILOTS

- NAVIGATORS

-ENGINEERS

DtrA D.

N~you TURKEYS,y

U. looI tht rtS1 .l y.Uf

If you're a college graduate (or soon will be), age 26 'h or under,
a special United States Officer Selection Team wants to talk with you!

Your opportunity for ...
Challenging and rewarding work!
Above average salary!
30-days annual vacation with pay!
Learn more about these exciting career opportunities!
Visit the team at the Holiday Inn on:
Tuesday, November 8 8 am to 5 pm
Wednesday, November 9 8 am to 5 pm
For more information, call 314/364-4367.
Freshman and Sophomores call AFROTC at 314-4932

HOTe

Ga tew ay t o a gre a t w a y of life.

Ii Tltob lor comin,
lit TltIIOOdoubl,

Pizza

ChoVl

-
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ro tbe TeD Excited Girls.
We realize that it's been five lonl months since you've had the chance to be
:Icited loaethcr,lO we arc havin, a reunion of those infamous first floor TJ
prl. rrom"" year. We hope to ... ·M.··the Oish.··H . P.•· ·C.T .. · " Space
r~"-Capone,"and the rest this Saturday, November S, at 9 p.m . in the 209

Christie S. from Granite City: Hey, how about stopping by next time you're in
town? I'm dying to meet the mystery model with the beautiful ·voice.
. Perhaps you'd rather meet at Rusch Stadium as we planned originally. Either
way, give me a caU.

T_L.B __'
BON. GRAS. LOAF. WAHBS. CARP • .t. WEENIE

John
Dearest Maid McConn,

COftindulations! Good luck in your reign a' U M R Homecoming Queen.

Li.

You poor, pitiful creature. We have Jeen your kind before, afraid ~o partake in
the pleasures of the flesh because of some silly Christian Taboo. Join OUR
religion and find your own way instead of some vile Christian path of self denial
and hardship. If you examine your life you will come around to us.

n8DU forcverythina. You've definitely made this semester intcreslin,. We've
bcenthrouah lOme difficult times but I know wtcan make it. Youn such a honey
, lid I'll alWI)'S love you.

rtsidentl

Forever Yours,
LP

P.S. TIle lions?

IWh·

Is tbe fish still swimming? Too bad the New York visit fell tbrou,h . How were
your mids? Well. stay a P. Y,T . • 111 see ya around!

hY'SOUIb
IaxI>OSllI'

love.
A Pal

Sincerely,
The Druids

TO: ~Jefferson Davis
RE: Raid on TJ Tube Part y
Gene.ral lee reports the Confederate Flo ors of the South s u ffer~ very few
casualties on the raid of the party for the supporters of martial Ja w. Los ~ for the
Imperial Dorm Troopers wer~ heavy and their commander wa!'! forced to
surrender their posit ion. This showing of the rrJight of the South shoul:1 be word
to the wise not to attempt to take over the South.

Sleph~n R. Mallory
Secretary of War, Confederate Floors of the South
Patrice.
Another freshman, huh? But then they a re you favorites, a ren' they?

MILLER HIGH LIFE
TAU KAPPA EPSILON

Dear Kniahts of the Realm an'd Forum Knights ,
OI, pl""

Hail! And Well Met! Ho w pleased I am that we hath become united for this

quest! Our holy vengeance again st the vermin Druids will be reason for the
righteous to celebrate! With ou r co mbined strength, we cannot fail!
Druids .. . beware the wrath of we , the brethen in chivalry! I cha llenge you to
show yourselves, I yearn to baptize my blade in your blood!
Long live the Knights!!!
The Lord Paladin, Stroeker

Mr. Taco Hut,
Can we handle you'? Don't forget we have that something extra whenever the;
leed arises .
Double Trouble

' .5. You still can' even blow up a balloon, so we have nothing to fear.

A BENEFIT FOR
ST. JUDE CHILDREN'S
RESEARCH HOSPITAL

::;reat White Wrestling Deer Hunter:
Don' know how you did at this time, but hope you had a great time killing my
nom.
love.
Bambi &: Her Friend , the Squirrel

To D. and O.
Hey you TURKEYS, you stilt owe us a
TJ. rood the resl of your U M R days .

home~ooked

dinner. Pay up or eat
Api. 16

P.S. Thanks for coming to our party.
P.S.S. ThallOCS double ror you. Angie.

Pizza Night
Chow down
Theta Tau is having this
.emester's Pizza Night on
Thursday, November 3, to raise
money for various Rolla char.
ities. Thela Tau, working
through Rolla's Pizza Inn, will
deliver pizzas on this night,
and for each pizza sold. Pizza
Inn will donate $2,00 'for each
16" and $1.00 for each 13"
pizza to Theta Tau in your
organization's name.

I

Last semester. $410.00 was
raised for various Rolla charities. This money was the result
of large order participation
f~om some campus organizations. II's lime the independ~nts and fraternities jumped
In and parlicipated to make
this semester's effort the best
ever for charity. So please
passon Ihis information to all
~f your members so they may
Chow down for Charity." In

I

the past we have suggested
Pizza Night deliveries of large
orders for subslitution of a
regularly sche.duled meal. If
this is not possible. we would
be happy to deliver for those
late night munchies. The main
concern is to let everyone know
about Pizza Night and what it
is for so they can contribute.
Although a specific charity
has not been designated at this
time, the proceeds in the past
have gone to underprivileged
children. hospitals and clinics
in Phelps County.
So if you don't have any
special plans for dinner, ca ll
up ·or get down to Pizza Inn
and chow down for charity.
You"ll be helping your organization , and a worthwhile
charity while enjoying some
of the best pizza Rolla has to
offer. The phone number at
Pizza Inn is 364-4544.

TKE

KEG ROLL'83

Coming through Rolla November 7th
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Software earns hardcore bucks
Microcomputer programmers, and that includes a lmost everyone who can
operate a microcom puter these
days, can now find inside information on hundreds of
markets for their software in a
new director y called '1984
_Programmer's Market'(Writer's
Digest Books. $16.95).
The rapidly growing software
publishing business has opened
up a profitable new market
for programmers, and the success some freelancers have
found sounds like a Cinderella
story. One high school dropout living in a remote mountain region earned more than
one million dollars in 1982,
and recent statistics indicate
that at least 15 persons under
25 are earning more than
$100,000 a year developing
programs for the most popular personal computers.
But to achieve any amount
of sales success. programmers
need to know where and how
to submit their material. '1984
Programmer's Market' lists
over 500 software publishers,
arcade game publishers, and
magazines with information
on who to contact and where;
submission requirements;
royalty I payment terms; available contract work. and tips

from buyers on selling software.
Inadditiontoshowing WH ERE
TO SELL software. this handy directory includes articles
packed with writing and marketing techniques on HOW
TO SELL programs -- such as
preparing a query letter, proposal package, and copyrighting programs; writing user
manuals to accompany software; documenting programs;
writing easy-to-use software,
and writing best-selling game
programs.
To make the search easier
for these freelance programmers looking for the right
publisher, the index in 'Programmer's Market' has been
divided into three sections for
fast reference: by type of
computer. type(s) of software
published. and alphabetical
order. A glossary of terms
and bibliography of useful
computer publications will
help beginning AND experienced software writers keep
in touch with changes in the
marketplace.
This directory will be updated and issued annually to
keep programmers informed
of new publishing opportunities in the industry . With the
information and advice avail-

Newman Community - UMR
Catholic Campus Ministry

MASS SCHEDULE
Pariah Hall

SUNDAY

5: 15 p.m . Pari8h Church

WEDNESDAY
,

7:30
Mond.y

Newman Center
Tu.,dey

Th"r.d_"

S.cr.m.nt of R.conciIJ.tlon
Selurde., 3 :30-4:30 p .m . '.rld Church. Anytime by .ppoinrm.nt.
One hour h/01. tlte Wedn.,d.'1 .nd Sunder M ......

Fr. Steve Faletti
908 M.in

able in '1984 Programmer's
Market'. freelance software

see page 11
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.

384·1036
384-2133
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Contact the job placement office for
interviewtimes and appointments. '

Cane

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, CHEMICAL ENGINEERS, PHYSICISTS

Our recruiter ,will be visiting your campus on

Judge the patentability of scient ific and engineering discoveries' made
by R&D engineers. inventors and scien tist s world-wide as a

PATENT EXAMINER
i'n Washington, D.C.
The Patent and Trademark Office has unique career opportunities
offering. Challenge and responsibility· Career growth· Outstanding
career Federal Government service benefits

For more information about your career as a Patent Examiner
contact:
Manager, College Relations
Office of Personnel
Patent and Trademark Office
Washington. D.C. 20231

Flidey

12:30 p .m . Cent., ·- •••clt.duled In b.,lIetin

Newman Center

Finally. on Monday, November 7. from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.,
yo u'll want to be in tune to the
radiostation KMNR , 89.7 FM.
for Mark Etherton's presentation of the popular band, the
Police.

Reconditioning, hilighting,
Body Wave of just shaped up.

.'/

10:00 a.m.

because of the explicit violence it contains. will be presented. If yo u happen to have a
K M N R t-shirt , be sure to wear
it to the theater so as to receive
one dolla r off of the regular

you may still pick one up at
the University Book Store.
Having performed at the
Campus Club party. the Sigma
Nu New Wave party, and the
Freakers' Ball , the KMNR
Road Show is well und er way.
Perhaps you were a party participant at one of the above
parties. and would like to have
the KMNR Road Show at
your future party. If so. you
may make the arrangements
through Marshall Rice bycalling 341-4272.

Porum II Hairstyling

€'6va.h"Ol1 mly hold trl/e .

XI :: ~

Into horror movies? Well,
it's' time once again for the
K M NR-Ritz Theatre monthly
late night weekend movie this
Friday and Saturday night.
November 4 and 5, at 11:30
p.m. You may have the wits
scared out of you by one of the
goriest, blood-filled horror
films ever made. Th e movie,
"Dawn of the Dea'd," rated X

admission price. If you don 't
havea KMNRt-shirt.andare
interested in the savings of
eight bits on a theater seat.

71
/Trve

r..,

KM N R sponsors,
horror movie

Call toll-free 800-368-3064
(703) 557-3631 (Collect in VA)
An Equal Opportuniry Employer mi l · U.S. Cirizenship Required
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Fame's Hague to give lecture
J.D.

when he arrived, nor was he

Albert Hague has di stinguished himself as a Broadway composer, teacher, lecturer, coach and performer. It
seems ironic that his acting
career was launched as the
music teacher at High School
of Performing Arts in the hit

familiar with American popular music, but by the time he
graduated he had a co mmand

movie "Fame." This is a gentleman whose commitment to
the arts has created a legendary showman.
Albert Hague was born in
Berlin, Germany. His father
was a psychiatrist and hi s
mother a cha mpion chess
player. Because of the political climate of the times, he left
his homeland and continued
his classical music st udies at
the Ro ya l Conservatory in
Rome, Italy. Soon after, he
, was fortunate eno ugh to be
awarded a full four-year scholarship to the College of Music
in Cincinatti, which broug,!lt
Friday, November4 , at 8 p.m.
him to the United States. There
"Converting your Education
into Livelihood" is the topic
he completed his training as a
on which Hague will lecture.
composer a nd pianist. He did
Admission is free with UM R
not speak a word ·of English

American Armyduring World
War' II and headed up a Special Services band. After the
war he moved to New York.
where as a struggling composer he met with the usual
resistance to new talent.
It was in 1955 that Hague
achieved a new level of professional success when he composed the hit BroadwaY musical "Plain and Fancy,"starring
Barbara Cook and including
the immortal "Young and
Foolish" in its memorable
score. In 1958 he and lyricist
Dorothy Fields collaborated
on his next Broadway musical , "Redhead." winning them
both Tony Awards for Best
Musical in 1959. The show
won nine Tonys in all, starred
Gwen Verdon and Ri~hard
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BY SANDV NUGENT
Albert Hague, FaJ1le's own
Professor Shorofsky, will
appear live in Centennial Hall

of both and was known to tl¥;
people of Ohio as the "King of
Boogie-Woogie "from his work
in local clubs. Though foreignborn, he volunteered for the

II ~~,~ r,,9 J?E~~~ ~!?h'~'~,,~<?,~;~y~ ,

141·2668

Theater, the St. Pat's Board
presents "Rocky" plus the
Three Stooges at 7:00 and
9:30. Tickets are available for
$1.00 at the Hocky Puck now
and for $1.50 at the door
tonight. So don 't miss the
movie of the semester, the
Academ y-awa rd winning
"Rocky. "
Friday of Homecoming saw
the football game of the
semester: The eighth annual
Green-Grey Classic. In a slogging match on a drenched
field , the Green Police won it
for the eighth year in a, row.
silencing the 'I FC offense en
r~utetoa 7-0 shutout. Though
originally possessing the poorer

used its short-passing attack
togaina few yards and punted
until late in the first half when
the snap went over the IFC
punter's head , giving the Green
Police possession deep in IFC
territory. The Green Police
wasted no time in capitalizing
and sco red on their first play.
The conversion was good and
the Green Police led 7-0.
The socreless second half
was marked only by a drive by
the Green Police deep into
enemy territory which resulted
in a missed field goal. When
the final whistle blew, the St.
Pat's Board was victorious and
the IFC vanquished for the '
eighth . straight year. The St.

Canoe winner
Pauline Bowermast, graduate student in mechanical
engineering, is winner of a 17foot aluminum canoe donated
by McDonald's, K-Mart, and
National Supermarket as part
of the 1983 Gold Book packet.
The Gold Book provides
discount coupons to UMR
students, faculty and staff.
Proceeds go to the Gale Bul-

I

1. Antolak (dentist), UMR
Bookstore, Reader's Alley, Centerre Bank, Key Sports Shop,
Radio Shack, and RoBa Theaters .
'
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All you can eat

FISH & CLAMS ... S3.99

Diamonds and Watches
903 Pine Rolla, MO 364-2264

Qise
lolhe
occasion
Give a gift that will rise above
all others. Send balloons
with your flowers, See us
for lots of balloon ideas,

11 :00 am - 11:00 pm

Jb....beI"' 15, 1983
IbvSlber 16, 1983

For a new arrangement. ..
give balloons.

$2,9924 hrs a day

Shutter's Lounge
Watch for our new
lounge calendar
Hour.
3:00p.m.-1 :30a.m .
Mon. - Sat.

11 :OOp.m.-12:30a.m.
Sunday

~-

Open 24 hours

Hornecooked meals every Sunday

THE SEAFOOD FRY ... S3.99

'fV'led
I.dcnown

vith BAlRSltfi/ard PhD in any aru
• U.S. CITIZD.

Kingshighway and Hwy 44

BIG BREAKFAST 1 & 2

Pb:han!w

~tion

Christopher Jewelers

from page 10
$1.50 postage and handling
to: Writer's Digest Book.
9933 Alliance Road , Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. For credit
card orders call toll-free
1-800-543-4644.

Howard Johnson's
Restaurant
WEDNESDA Y -

As a teacher and coach,
Albert Hague has worked with
hundreds of actors, many of
whom have gained wid e recognition. His master classes on
"Theatre Politics: The Art of

Collaboration an d the Art of
Auditioning," a field which he
orgainized, focus on the problem of the psychology and
business of the arts. Albert
Hague also coach,ed and
supe rvised the music for Alan
Schneider's production of
"Mother Courage" by the
Acting Company of lulliard
and has created many recordings for Scholastic Magazine
C hildren's Library.
Albert Hague is currently at
work on "Flim Flam! ,"a mus- '
ical based on four 0 Henry
stories due on Broadway next
season. He's writing a book
entit led Winning under Pressure. preparing a new concert
program and lectlires, making
more record ings, and sorting
out movie offers--now that his
acting debUt in Alan Parker's
"Fame" has added, ' a new
dimension to his already fascinating career.
Albert Hague lives in Manhattan with his wife and two
chi ldren.

FRIDA Y NIG HTS

latert~:

llIterv1ew date: Iovmber 30, 1963
Ilaber or schedules: 1

writers will find everything
they need to sell their programs to the right publisher.
'1984 Programmer's Market'
is available from bookstores
or from the publisher. To
ord:r direct , send ~16. 95 plus

During the next years he
was involved in a number of
projects, including Broadway's
"Cafe Crown," several works
, with lyricist Arnold Horwitt,
and children's musicals. Albert
Hague collaborated wit h Dr.
Seuss in creating the Christmas classic, "How the Grinch
Stole C hristmas," a ired a nnually on CBS-TV. He's also
responsible for the musical
score of "The Fig Leaves are
Falling," for which Allen
S herman wrote lyrics and
book, The show had a short
run on Broadway, but the
songs live on, notably "All of
My Laughter," "Did I Ever
Rea ll y Live." and others.

I

Sweatshirts: $9.00
Sweatpants: $10.00
Youth t-shirts: $5.00
Tumblers: Sold out
Pilsners: $2.00
Can Wrappers: $2. 50
Baseball cap: $3.50
. Stocking cap: $3.50
Garter: $1.00
Buttons (.50) .and Engineer's
hats ($3.75) shou ld be out
soon.

Software

Iman Athletic Fund and the
Miner Band Fund. Others
participating are Rich's Last I
Resort (canoe rental) , B&L '
Office Machines, Dr. Henry

Placem,ent
BSI1fi/~ut.ry

fans for showing up and having a good time.
The float theme this year is
"Highlights and Heroes of
American History. "Organizations may turn in their entries
no earlier than 3:30 p.m..
November 15, to Mark Peterson, at AEPi, #4 Fraternity
Drive (364-7 176). Only the first
12 typed descriptions will be
accepted.

Kiley, and was choreographed
by Bob Fo"sse, who also was
making h,s directional debut.

Late Happy Hour.

,~

364·3161

Sat. 80 Sun.

9:00-clo ..

Mylor Ballons $3.00 and up

111=
=,111

CoDllDents
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The ·United States strikes back
that the U.S. has Mvital national throughDut the world nDt only
interests" wDrth the lives of gDbbling up irreplaceable
What a time we had last yDung American men thrDugh- resources and sending them
week: more than two hundred DUt the world, even in weird, here, but also bringing back
marines killed in Beirut on faraway places like Beirut and
the profits from sales of these
Sunday, and eleven or mDre Grenada. YDU have to realize resources.
marines and sDldiers killed that the U.S. is nDt just a
These arrangements, which
during an invasiDn Df Gren- nation. It is an empire.
sustain Dur standard of living
ada Dn Tuesday . Hey, if YDU
Reagan mentiDned last week at the cxpen~e of almost evewant actiDn, the Reagan that we have the highest stan- rybody else, are what peDple
administratiDn will give YDU . dard of living in the world.
like Reagan refer to when they
actiDn.
Part of ihe reason fDr our talk about "vital natiDnal
But what sDrt Df action are wealth is Dur huge industrial interests." We have vast navies
we talking abDut here? Why base and Dur fabulously prD- cruising the world's Dceans,
were the marines blown up? ductive farmland.
and troDps and aircraft planted
all Dver in Drder to. keep CDunWhy was Grenada invaded?
But a big part of the reason
What abDut Central America:
tries from slipping Dut Df our
we live so. well is the fact that
are mDre Df DUr armed fDrces . we are siphDning Dff the embrace.
gDing to be dying there? While reSDurces of cDuntries arDund
The Russians, the wDrld's
Dther majDr imperialists, don't
far to.o many people in the the wDrld. Our banks hDld
cDuntry are simply doing their hundreds of billiDns of dDllars
like the way we have things set
"patriDtic duty" mDurning the in IDans to countries that are
up, naturally. They have a ·
Beirut deaths and cheering Dur bleeding themselves to. try to.
cDuple Df strikes against them,
sDrdid little victDry in the pay them back. We lent the
Caribbean, mDre thDughtful mDney so. they cDuld buy
Americans are wDndering gDDds, like fDod and fuel, that
what's gDing Dn.
we prDduced , and nDW we're .
To. understand, YDU have to. hitting them up fDr principal
take a dispassiDnate IDOk at and interest that they dDn't
YDur Dwn cDuntry. Unless YDU have. We made the IDans, we
The purpDse Df U.S. prescan see the United States for gDt the mDney, while all they ence in Lebanon was finally
what it really is, YDu11 never have left are the bills.
revealed by President Rea- '
be able to. understand hDW
We -have mining. Dil, and . gan . It was not by any means
guys like Reagan can claim agricultural companies to. sD lve the prDblems Df LebanDn but to. prDp up the gDVernment of Amin Gamayel,
leader Df the Christian Ph alangist militia . It should be
nDted that this is the very
same militia which was respDnsible fDr massacring Palthan the rule.
Dear EditDr,
I also. happen to. be SChD- estinian refugees, at the Sabra
Midterms seem to. b.e a JDKe
larship chairman fDr my fra- . and Shattila camps, after the
arDund UMR. When teachers
do. nDt take them seriDu~ly ternily this semester. As part expulsiDn Df PLO by the IsThe United States
Df my jDb, it is my duty to" raelis.
they rip Dff the students and
the University. Isn't it abDut cDllect all Df Dur mids to. see stance in support of a regime
time teachers perform all Df how everYDne' is dDing. As I which had a hand in such an
talked to. Dther jndivi.d uals atrDcity was bound to. have
the duties they are paid fDr?
Like the majDrity of stu- and 10Dked at their mids, I SDme repercussiDns. The facrealized that everYDne else tiDns invDlved in fighting the
dents, I picked up my mids
last Wednesday to see hDW I had Dne Dr two. grades that Phalangists do. nDt cDnsider
were wrDng Dr nDt even re- U.S. trDDps as 'peace keeping'
was prDgressing this semester.
but rather as an arm Df the
However, at first glance I· ported at all.
If teachers are nDt gDing to. Christian (if such barbarians
thDUght I was given SDme. body else's by mistake.
I take the time to. repDrt Dur can be called Christians) army
true grades Dr even make an fighting against the several
checked it Dver again and
Muslim and Druze factiDns.
realized that it was mine, but effDrt at all, why have mids?
Another factDr that places
two. of the grades were IDwer They beCDme useless to us, the
students, because we dDn't us Dn the oppDsite side of the
than I deserved.
knDW whether we can believe Muslim fighters is Dur alliance
I quickly went to see both
with Israel, and avowed enthe grades we see.
teachers abDut the situation.
The University, especially emy Df the Arabs and thus the
One said, 'I didn't have the
time to. average anything in so. the emplDyees at Parker Hall, Muslims. In fact, it was Israel
I based your grade Dnly on spends a IDt Df time, mDney, who. gDt us invDlved in this
and effDrt in preparing and mess in the first place. There
YDurfirst test.' Then I walked
When was no justification fDr the
Dver to. my other teacher's distributing mids .
teachers do. nDt perfDrm their Israeli attack Dn Lebanon.
Dffice who. bluntly said, 'I gave
everYDne a 'C'. Besides mid- DbligatiDns, all of this wDrk is Israel did nDt attack to. prevent terrDrist bDmbings Df its
terms dDn't mean anything wasted.
This is Dne student that northern bDrders . There had
anyway.' I walked back to. my
wDuld like to. see this nonsense
rDDm thinkingabDut hDW lazy
been no. bDmbings for three
thDse two teachers were. But I put to. an end.
mDnths befDre the invasiDn.
shrugged it Dff thinking that
Mike Himmelberg . The Israeli government of
they were the exceptiDn rather
Menachem Begin (who inci#65979
BY LARRY BECK

as things stand. In the first
place, their natiDn is \loorer
than ours. One Dn one, the
Soviet Union can't compete
commercially Dr agriculturally
with the U .S. In addition, the
Russians, as the chDsen enemies of the U.S. , have been
frDzen out . of much Df the
world econDmy.
CDnsequently, the SDviet
UniDn must resort to. military
means to. expand its empire.
Since it would IDse in any
direct cDnfrDntation with the
U.S. due to. our undeniable
military superiDrity, the SDviet
UniDn lurks in the shadDws,
offering aid to anybDdy who.
has grDwn weary Df feeding
us.
This must be understDDd:
even if YDU hold that the U.S.

has a perfect right to. bleed
Dther natiDns, you must also
realize that the attacks on us
and our puppets are nDt caused
by the Russians. They are only
explDited by them. StDpping
the Russians may shorten the
rebellions we ice'ell runnin_g up
against, but it will nDt keep
them from occuring.
In fact, the Russians had little, if anything, to. do. with the
Beirut attack. All indications
are that the bDmbing was
planned and executed by Shiite
MDslems with help frDm Iran .
The Shiites and the Iranians
want to. pull the Beirut area
DUt Dfthe U.S. empire the way
Iran pulled DUt when the Shah
was depDsed.
Reagan wDn't have this, so.
he'll tDSS mDre marines into

the caldron, hDping to shore
up the U .S.'s Phalangist vassals. If the Phalangists go,
who. knows? We cDuld lose
Jordan and Saudi Arabia. Our
standard oflivingcould suffer.
The same is true in the
Caribbean basin. LDOk, we've
already lost Dur Nicaraguan
bananas and Dur Cuban cigars. We had to. draw the line.
Our traditiDnalist President
realized that, with the hDlidays cDming up, we cDuldn't
live withDUt Grenadan nutmeg.
So he trumped up an invasiDn
so unjustified even our EurDpean allies cDndemned it. The
empire struck back.
But never mind . Here, have
anDther eggnog .. SDrry abDut
the blDDd.

U.s. portrayed as 'arch devils

Useless mids

SPI, AH Games. 0&0 S.upplies

ROLLA CRAFT & HOBBY
1009 Pine Rolla, MO 364-5581

dentally was a terrDrist himself with a price Dn hiS' head
befDre the creatiDn Df Israel)
has IDng stated its view Df a
greater Israel, as described in
the Bible, encDmpassing LebanDn, Jordan, and sD uthern
Syria.
Thus by suppDrting such
regimes, we have knDwingly
Dr unknDwingly made Durselves the 'arch devils' in the
eyes Df the Muslims.
Of
CDurse Dur assDciatiDn with
the late Shah Df Iran did not
help us much in remDving this
stain. In view Df all this, we
should have been expecting
such an attack on Dur fDrces.
The first such attack was
made against the American
embassy, in which a truck
loaded with ' explosives was
rammed into. the building by a
kamikazi driver. We did nDt
learn a leSSDn frDm that attack. We did nDt see Dr rather
chDse nDt to see that these
Muslim fighters WDuid sacrifice everything including
their lives fDr the cause they
believe in. Given such zeal Dn
the part Df Dur adversaries, we
ShDUld re-examine Dur pDlicy
in LebanDn. ShDUld we be
supporting a gDvernment
which barely cDntrDls the city
Df Beirut and ShDUld we be
supporting a 'Christian' gDvernment in a predDminantly Muslim cDuntry?
The Geneva recDnciliatiDn
talks will not bear any fruit as

Qualltyeleaner.

Expert cleaning

108W. 7th Street

Reasonably Priced
Rollo. MO 65"01

nDne Df the factiDns is willing
to. comprDmise. t'n fact, President Amin Gemayel expressed
his dDubts even befDre he sat
dDwn at the cDnference table.
President Reagan in his speech
after the bDmbing at the U.S.
Marines headquarters said
that 'a certain fDrce' wDuld
take over if we leave LebanDn.
The fDrce he implied was the
Syrians and their allies the
SDviet Union. If Dur aim
there is to. prevent such a takeDver, then we shDuld fight an
all-Dut war to drive the Syrians and their allies out of
LebanDn and have a permanent presence there as we
have in South KDrea Dr as we
had in SDuth Vietnam. Of
CDurse, we shDuld be prepared
fDr the political and military
consequences Df such an actiDn.

l

We are not bringing peace
Dr stability in LebanDn with
Dur present stance, nDr will we
be able to. do. so. because we
are not viewed as being impartial: In regards to. the
speech made by Mr. Reagan,
those are nDt Dur real mDtives
and by trying to. stick to. them
we are only fODling Durselves
and putting the safety Df Dur
sDldiers in jeDpardy.
We
should either withdraw and
let the warring factiDns in
LebanDn decide the fate Df
that miserable country Dr we
ShDUld go. all the way as we
have dDne befDre, Dnly this
time keeping in mind the
errDrs we made in Vietnam
and that Dur actiDns may
instigate a nuclear cDnflict
with the Russians.

AHA 65024

ROLLA,MO
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Victory in muddy Homecoming
ROLLA, Mo.--On a muddy
football field, the patient team
usually wins. says University
of Missouri-Rolla football
coach Charlie Finley.
"We were the more patient
team today, even if we did
have to remind our players
now and then not to rush
things ," he said following
UMR's 15-0 Homecoming
victory over Central Missouri
State .
The win moves the Miners
to 2-1 in conference play and
into a first-place tie with Central Missiluri and Northeast
Missouri in the MIAA. The

and then later tackled Jeff
shuto\lt marked the third
straight time the Mules have
Horned in the end zone for a
safety. Frerking also had two
failed to score in Rolla.
qua rterback sacks a nd paced
"This was a must win for
the Miners in tackles with II.
our team," Finley said. "We
The other Miner score came
are really excited now, because '
the Miners are . definitely in
on a three-yard run by Mike
the chase." '
Schafer. Randy Shedd paced
the team in rushing, gaining
A muddy field and constant
showers made moving the
77 yards on 21 carries and set
a new career kickoff return
football tough, leaving the
with 55.
Miners' heralded defense in
the spotlight. Leading the
MIAA
U M R travels to
charge was sophomore defen- ranks at Southeast Missouri
sive end John Frerking on November 5.
(Columbia Rock Bridge), who
blocked a punt , returned the
ball 20 yards for a touchdown

Cross coul?~ry ends
season in Wisconsin
BY DAN LICHTENWALNER . defeated her last week at the
conference meet in Rolla . The
The cross country team trathree individuals qualifying for
velled to Kenosha , Wisconsin
the national meet were all from
this weekend for the regional
CMSU: DariaCurp(I).Cindy
cross-country meet. This is
Sitz (5). and Nancy Goodwine
the meet that determines who (8).
will qualify for the NCAA
The competition was hard
national meet. I n the men 's on the Lady Miners. but most
race. the top 3 teams quaiify
of them did Jun faster than ·
for nationals and the top two
they ever have. Jill Cameron
individuals not on those teams
ran an excellent race. coming
also qualify. Of the women's
in 36th place with a time of
teams, the top ·two qualify for
20:39. Jill has been the top
nationals, and three of the top
runner most of the year. and
individuals not on those teams can always be counted on to
qualify.
run well. Next for the Miners
The women's race featured
was Gail Halsey. 44th with a
ten 'tearns. SEMO dominated
time of 21 :00. Gail's race was
the meet. winning the meet
really incredible. considering
with only 40 points. Next was
the fact that she ran on a
Ashland College. Ohio , with
sprained ankle. She wasn't even
71 points. The rest of t\te team
allowed to run previous to the
scores were: Wisconsin Park- meet. but she was needed in
side. 99; NEMSU , 112; CMSU , order for the Miners to have a
123 ; NWMSU, 155 ; SI. complete team. Karen Penney
Joseph's. Indiana. 156; Ferris also ran well. olacin~ 50th in
State, 174, Northern Michi- 21 : 16, Other Miner finishes
gan. 221, and UMR with 258: were Karen Olsen, 64th , 23:05,
Darla Curl! of CMSU was and Amy Noel, 65th, 23:47.
the individual winner with a
Nearly all of the Lady Miners
time of 17:39. She commanded
improved during the season,
the race from the beginning, so Coach Preston feels that
and was able to hold off Chris the season was successful. She
Ridenour of SEMO who
will be looking for new runners

for next year. since Jill.will be
graduating and more runners
will help to produce a stronger
team. It is really an accomplishment in itself to go through
the whole season with only 5
runners . It says a lot for the
coach·and the runners, because
if an yone had been unable to
run, there wouldn't have been
a full team . For only its second
year in existance. the Lady
Miners did well this season.
The men 's race was run
directly after the women . This
race was definitely the biggest
ra{;e the men have run all year.
Our M IAA conference proved
to be dominating, qualifying
two teams and one individual
for the national meet. The
team scores were : Indiana
Evansville, 59; NEMSU, 83;
SEMO. 100; Grand Valley
State, 126; CMSU, 150; Wisconsin Par.kside , 160 ;
NWMSU, 165; 'Ferris State.
186; Northern Michigan, 237;
Bellarmine College, 268;
UMR. 300; Michigan Te.t\,
311 ; Ashland College, Ohio,

see
cross cou ntry
page 16

G&D SlEAK HOUSE
7 oz. Top Sirloin Special.. .......... $4.72
8 oz. Chuck .................................. $3,89
6 oz. Ribeye ................................. $4.20
7 oz. Ham Steak ............... .. ........ $4.16
8 oz. Filet.. ................................... $4.77
10 oz. Top Sirloin ....................... $6.08
12 oz. T-Bone .............................. $7.97
An ste. dinners include bike potlto, TeXIS to ... Ind sllld blr
FREE ICE CREAM WITH EVERY MEAL

1-10

MISSOURI MINER

Open 7 days a week, 11:00 am - 9:00 pm
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

Lady ,Miners set win mark
BY TRACY BOLAND
During the past week. the
Lady Miners have won three
, games out of the four played,
raising their win /loss record
to an all-time high of 9-5. In
chronological order. the
women played SIU -Edwardsville, University of Cincinnati.
and Quincy College.
The SIU match took placea
week. ago Tuesday in Edwardsville, and the Miners were
eager for a victory to compen_te for the loss they suffered
:-a gaillst SIU earlier in the
seaseh
The Cougars jumped out
ahead early in the first half,
and kept U M R pla ying catchup ball. until . with less than
two minutes left in the half.
Janet S(ones found herself in

-

a one-on-one with the SIU
goalie . The goalie came out of
the goal to cut down the angle.
but Stones just pelted the ball
past her into the unprotected
net.
The second half was very
different. as the Miners started
pla ying better offensi vely and
defensively than they had in
the previous 45 minutes. The
Cougars did score another
goal, but this only served to
incite the U M R players. The
women scored two more goals
that half. one 'o n a direct kick
by Susan Shrum. and one on a
hea d ball by Chris Wlleckerle.
assisted by Shrum. and kept
the lead to win 3-2.
Maryville was the next team
to fall to the Miners. by a
score of 3-0, for Lisa Frumhoff's fifth shutout. The

Maryvllle game was in St.
Louis. and was the start of a
very busy weekend for the
women . U M R started the
scoring five minutes into the
first half. when Angie McEntire placed a beautifully aimed
direct kick just over the
Maryville goalie's arms . The
pace of the game slowed
somewhat until about 10
mi n utes into the second half.
but then the Miners woke up
and started to play aggressive
soccer. Janet Stones sent a
ball across the field from the
corner into .the net for the
second UM R goal. and Val
Schaffner was responsible for

See womens
soccer page 16

,
Due to our tremendous response over
the Homecoming/ Halloween
celebration, we are once again offering
special rates . A haircut with a

Blo / Style, 52 off.

Any wave , 55 off. Don't

miss this chance good
through Nov. 12. Walk-ins
welcome or call for an appointment at 364-7130.
Close to Campus, 60 I Kingshighway (Plaza Laundramat

•
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IM Football ends with playoffs
BY MIKE SIMMS
The I M fo otba ll seaso n culmina ted last week with the
Di visio n I a nd D ivision II
pla yoffs. The Division I semifin a l ma tchups were Sig ma
Epsil o n vs. Sigma Nu a nd Phi
Ka ppa vs. T Ee. The Sigma
Epsilon - Sigma Nu game'
was a hard fought contest that
went down to the wire . With
15 seconds remaining. Sigma
Epsilon had the ball third and
goal on Sigma Nu's 10-yard
line trailing by seven. Sigma
Epsilon quarterback Mike

Steagall contro lled a high snap
a nd threw a desperation pas s
that was caught for a to uchdow n sen ding the game int o
overt ime.
In ove rtime the ba ll is placed
on th e 30-yard Ii ne a nd eac h
team is give n three plays to
score. The team that scores o r
ad vances the ball the furthest
is the winner. Sigma Nu had
the ball first, but a tough
Sigma Epsilon defense held
t hem to only 10 yards. On
their second play. Sigma Epsilon connected on a drop post
play for a touchdown to give
them a 20-14 victory. In the

other se mi -final game Phi
Kappa used a tough defense
to d e feat TEC 17-8 a nd
advance to the finals.
I n Division II semi-fina l
acti o n A EPi kept their perfect
reco rd intact by defeating CC H
to move int o the finals . Alpha
Phi Alpha, likewi se improved
their perfect record by taking
the semi-final match with GDI
a nd moving into the finals.
The Division I final featured
a matchup of Phi Kappa's
tough defense and Sigma Epsilon 's high-po wered offense.
Most of the first half was a
defensive struggle with t he

teams trading interceptions.
After a Scott Terre ll interception Sigma Epsilon drove the
ball to the Phi Kappa 10 where
they scored on a dump pass to
their. guard. Bob Zauorak
added a field goal with close
to a minute left to make the
score 10-0 at balf. .
In the second half Phi Kappa
was still unab le to move t he
ball. F oll owing Scot t Terrell's
third intercept ion of the game.
Sigma Ep;ilon's Steagall connection came through. Quarterback Mike hit wide receiver
OJ. on a deep post route for a
touchdown. The scoring was

ISL

competes

The International Soccer
League completed its second
week of play last week. On
Friday. USA Team I upset
defending champions Iran 4I. On Saturday three games
,i'ere played; Greece defeated
South America 5-3. USA Team
II edged past the Arabs 2-1 .
and Peru won over Thailand
4-1. Cu rrent sta ndings are:

Group I: Arab. 2 points;
South America. 0; Team II. 4;
Greece. 2.
Group II: Team 1.2 points:
Iran 0; Thailand, 0; Peru. 2.
Two games are scheduled
this weekend in Group II play;
on Friday USA Team I takes
on T hailand at 5:30 p.m .. and
o n Sa turd ay. Iran plays Peru
at 10:30 a. m.
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Steagall touchdown . The final
score was 24-0.
The Division II final was
another c\llse game. At the
end of regulation play AEPi
and Alpha Phi Alpha were
ti ed, AEPi scored on their
po ssession while their defense
held Alpha Phi A lpha to zero
yard s gained. givi ng AEPi the
victory.
I n third place action S igma
Nu defeated TEC 24-21. The
results at the CCH - G 01
game are not known.
Congratulations to this

DIVISION II

DIVISION I

League II

. League I
Sigma Nu
Phi Kap Theta
Beta Sig Psi
Kappa Alpha
Tau Kappa Ep
S igma Pi
Campus Club
Del Sig Phi

6-1
5-2
5-2
5-2
4-3
2-5
1-6
0-7

A Hatful of Questions About

Coors

year's I M footba ll c hampions,
AEPi and Sigma Phi Epsi lo n.
The overall football stand ings are given below:
I Sig Ep
14 CCH
2 Phi Kap
15 Kappa Sig
3 Sig Nu
S ig Pi
17 Sig Tau
4 TEC
5 Pikes
18 RHA
6 Lam Chi
19 Camp Club
7 Beta Sig
Delta Tau
8 Kap Alpha 21 Acacia
22 Delta Sig
9 AEPi
10TKE
23BSU
II Alpha Phi
KAPsi
12 Triangle
Sigma Chi
13GDI
26ABS

Tech Eng
Sig Phi Ep
Pi Kap Alpha
Lam Chi A lpha
Triangle
Kappa Sig
Del Tau Del
Wesley

League II

League I
7-0
6-2
6-3
5-3
3-4
2-5
1-6
0-7

Alpha Ep Pi
Sig Tau Gamma
GO I
Air Force
ABS
Acacia
Theta Zi
TJ

'):~ ~;~ I~

*f I

7-0
5-2
5-2
4-3
2-5
2-5
2-5
1-6

Alpha Phi Al pha
CCH
RHA
BSU
S igma Chi
Kap Alpha. Psi
Vets

6-0
5-1
4-2
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-5
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~. Why is Coors beer sold in only part of the country?

~ke.

6
7

8
9
10
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Although Coors has the largest single brewing facility in the United
States, its dedication to quality means limited production. Therefore, the
company adds new states to its distribution territory as favorable market
conditions permit and onlt when it can assure continuation of this
dedication to high quality product standards.
What started in 1873 as a small hometown brewery in an old brick
tannery in Golden, Colorado, is now one of the strongest and largest
regional breweries in the United States. As of 1983, Coors distributed its
products to more than half of the nation and ranked sixth amoung all
brewers in the country.

piano & organ
guitar & banjo
popular
classical
contemporary Christian
also

cards * gifts * posters

"

11

IJ

14

15
16
17

Inc

1

Ransdall Distributing
For any questions please contact
Bryan Blackford or Lisa Jones
Your "Coors on Campus", Campus Representatives
at 341-3838

free pen with
any $5.00 purchase
and this coupon
708 Pine Rolla 9 -5:30 Mon.-Fri. 9 -5 Sat.
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can move forward in coke case

BY BOB GAYNOR

CCH
Kappa Sig
Sig Pi
Sig Tau

RHA
Camp Club
Delta Tau
Acacia
Delta Sig
BSU
~ Psi

Chi

\ BS

II

Ml
5·1
4-2
2-4
2-4
2-4
1-5

•

•

ric

stian
'S

the na tion . A sca nd al like tha t.
in vo lvin g two o f the ga me's
Major lea gue baseba ll is best pla yers a nd several known
currently und ergoing a very gamblers. struck a t the core of
humanizing self-evaluation. In the s port 's int eg rit y. Thi s
the proce ss. the live s and occurred at the tail-e rid of the
careers of four pla yers will be Progressive reform s in Ame riaffected by the outcome. If ca n po litica l history. a time
you have read the sports pages tha t did much to destroy the
within the past month . you graft so ..-ampant within our
have probably noticed that local and na tional go vernfour Kansas City Royats have ments . Peo ple were sta rtled
pleaded guilt y to federal that s uch reform wa s al so
charges of possession a nd necessa ry in a spo rt . especially
conspiracy to possess cocaine. one that a ppea led to a ll a ges.
While severa l pla yers pleadAsforthe individuals involved.
they surely regret their actions. ed guilt y in fr o nt of a federal
The only distinguishing factor grand jury, no one spent any
between them a nd the thou- time behind bars. Baseball's
Sands of other people convicted commissioner. Judge Kenneof similar crimes is their in- saw Mountain Landis, had his
volvement in a very public own ideas . Accepting the
business. What happens legally notion that baseball is nex t to
to these four men is of little godliness . those pleading guilinterest to the baseball watcher. ty. including Jackson and
What is of concern is the action Ciccotte. would be barred fr om
that major league baseball will baseball for life, and all others '
were susr.ended for up to five
take.
The history of disciplinary years. And so began the " holier
action in baseball has always than thou" perception baseball
been more severe than that has had of itself.
Baseball survived the Black
taken by our legal system .
Baseball. in the guise of its Sox scandal. but in many
commissioner , has always minds the lifetime suspensions
viewed itself under glaring dealt out were far too severe .
light s in its quest for purity. In fact. it was n't the harshness
Anything slightly out of place of the sanctions imposed upo n
(by baseball 's own exacting the guilty parties that resulted
standards) is slammed back in baseball's resurgence. It was
into position with such force the heroics of George Herman
that a ny future transgression Ruth that made America foris unthinkable . The further get. or at least ignore, the
out of pla ce. the harder and problem that was so evid ent
more severe the whack. The only a couple of years ea rlier.
While baseball 's syste m of
first and most cruci~1 test that
baseball enco untered came try. convict . a nd sentence has
with the Black Sox scandal. been protectionist to the point
Several players of the 1919 of being selfish. th e fact
White So x were accused of remains that baseball's probfix ing the World Series that lems are no different than th ose
year. At the time, the American of societ y. The Bl a ck Sox
League had been in existance Scandal was the first of several
for under 20 years. This was "problems " that got added
front page news throughout exposure in the sports pages.
1M CROSS-COUNTRY RESULTS
Position
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17

Team
TKE
Triangle
Beta Sig
Sigma Nu
Delta Sig
Sigma Pi
Kappa Sigma
Lambda Chi
Pi KA
Sigma Tau
Sigma Ep
Delta Tau
AEPi
CCH
Sigma Chi
GDI
Tech Eng.

#1
2
3
9
5
8
II
13
4
20
24
22
28
32
I
25
27
29

#2
7
14
10
15
12
17
18
33
21
26
30
31
34

Total
9
17
19
20
20
28
31
37
41
50
52
59
66

Individual:
1st-Craig Barnes (CCH), 16:48
2nd--Mike WoIfrain (TKE), 17:25
3rd--Jim Teste (Triangle), 17:47

Womens soccer '
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the final goal of the game as
team scored on a freak hapshe slammed one past the
pening that is every team's
opposing goalie on a onenightmare : a free-for-all in
on-one.
front of the U M R goal that
Saturday the women hosted
ended when a Miner defender
University of Cincinnati, a . touched the ball back to
nationally-ranked team from
Frumhoff and missed--Frumthe eastern region . The first
c;ee soccer
half was nothing to cheer
page 16
about , since the Cincinnati

M ~ re rece ntl y. Fergie J enkins'
1980 Ca nadia n bust fo r possession of coca ine. pot. a nd
has hish left him with a clean
reco rd in Ca nad a but $10.000
poorer due to a stro ng "s uggestion" made by Commissio ner Kuhn. Bill "Spa ceman"
Lee's admission of having used
pot resulted in a: s trongly
worded re primand from the
commissioner in the late 1970·s.
Even in volve ment in lega l
activities not considered to be
"in baseball's best interests" (a
high and might y statement at
tha t!) ca n lead to being kicked
o ut of the game. The best
exa mple is Willie Mays' public

rela ti ons jo b with a n A tla ntic
C ity casin o a nd Kuhn 's s ubseque nt ba nning of Mays fro m
any maj or league positi on. ( He
ha d bee n a ba tting coac h).
In s pite o f base ba ll 's tough
pohcmg rUles tnrougnout ItS
hi story. recent sign s point to
more realistic so luti o ns to its
problems. Baseba ll 's so-ca lled
"amnesty plan" has a llo wed
with chemical depend encies to
continue playing. provid ed
they fir s t g e t th e
proper help. Steve Howe a nd
Darryl Porter are two pro mine nt cases. Thi s policy has
been instituted much at the
same time that alcoholism and

d r u g a bu se h ave b eco m e
recog nized mo re as d iseases
o r sick nesses th a n as cri mes.
But major league base ba ll.
being the co nse rva tive o rga niza ti o n t ha t it is. is a bi t slow to
. ~a l with pro ble ms in new a nd
improved ways.
With tha t being the case.
wha t is requ ired of base ba ll
fo r these four Roya ls to get
hum a ne trea tment fr o m the
leag ue? Th e key wo rd is
" huma ne. " Baseba ll is slow to
rea li ze how ve ry huma n it a nd
it s playe rs a re. We a ll make
mi sta kes a nd oft en it 's the
a gony bro ught from withi n
tha t is wo rse tha n th a t fro m

with o ut. I a m not sugges ting
tha t baseball shou ld look the
other way. However. the rea liza tio n shou ld be ma de th a t it
takes eac h playe r to make up
t he whole th a t is base ba ll. T he
ex is ta nce of th ese pl aye rs
s h ou ld be rea li zed a nd respected. The purely puniti ve
a nd se lfi sh sa ncti o ns invo ked
und er the phrase " in the best
interests of base ba ll" should
beco me correcti ve a nd insight ful. By d ea lin g with the e ntire
pro bl em. a nd not j ust pa rts of
it. base ba ll may be a ble to
co nt ro l a proble m that o ur
soc iet y is too la rge a nd unwield y to ha ndle.

GRRND SLRM
CAREER MOUE

NSA OFFERS YOU A
HEAVY-HITTING CAREER OPPORTUNITY
IN THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINES:

ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING

COMPUTER
SCIENCE

MATHEMATICS

THE REWARDS
AT NSA

There Of. opportunities in
a variety of research and
development projects
ronging from individual
equipments to very
complex interactive
systems involving large

AI NSA you ' ll discov e r one
of the largest computer
installations in the world
with almost every major
vendor of compute r
equipment represented.
NSA careers provide
mixtures of such disciplines
as systems analysis and
design , scientific
applications programming ,
data base management
systems , operating

You ' ll work on diverse
agency problems applying
a variety of mathematical
disciplines . Specific
assignments might include
solving communicationsrelated problems,
p.erformin9 lon9- ran g e
mathematicol research or
evaluat in9 new te chniques
for communications
se curity .

NSA offers a solary and
be nefi, program that',
truly competitive with
private indu1try . There are
anignments for thole who
wish
travel and
abundant good living in the
Baltimore-Washington area
for those who wish to stay
close to home .
Countless cultural,
historical , recreational and
educational opportuniti.,
are just minute, away
from NSA ' , convenient
,uburban locotion.

numbers of

microprocessors , mini •
computers and comput.r
graphics. Professional
growth is enhanced
through interaction with
highly experienced NSA
professionl'lls and through
contacts in the industrial
and academic worlds .
Facilities for engineering
analysis and design
automation are among the
best available.

'0

GO FOR IT ALL

To find out more
about NSA career
opportunities,
schedule an interview
through your college
placement office . For
additional information

on the National
Security Agency,
write to National
Security Agency ,
Attn : M322 , Fort
George G _ Meade,
Maryland 20755 .

NSA

The
National
Security
Agency
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland ro755
An Equal Opportunity Employer, U. S. Citizenship Required.

On campus recruiting November 17, 1983.
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Cross country re ional meet
3340; Lewis University, 389
The race's overall winner
was James Nolan of Indiana
Evansville, running the 10K
(6 . 2 miles) in 30:49. The
runners qualifying for nationals individually were Tim
Renzelmann, Wisconsin Parkside (2) , and Jim R ya n,
NWMSU (3) .
/1 he compet ition was re~1.V
tough , and the Min ~ rsco lflt1'/l't
be to o di sa ppointed fini shing
11th out of 2 1 tea ms. However. Jim Bull a rd d id have a
ra ther disa ppoint ing day. He
was still th e top Mine r finisher. 40th in 32:36, but he
didn't have hi s bes t race . He
did have a n excell ent season,
th o ugh, a nd he has to be happy
about his great performances
througho u t the yea r. Dan
Marley was the next Miner
fi ni sher, comi ng in 56t h wi th a
time of 32:5 1. Dan has bee n

the number two runner most
of the year. Dan's performances this year have also been
a mazing; this is his first year
back, with the team since an
injury two years ago. His
efforts have helped the team
immensely. Next for U MR .
was Pete Lichtenwalner, 62nd
in 33:09. Pete has been running well a ll season , but he
wll'S di sapp o inted that he
co uldn 't fini sh off the season a
little stro nger, si nce this was
his las t race as a M iner. Keith
S mith was the llex t Min er finis he r, 66th in 33 : 16. Thi s was
Keith 's first yea r as a member
of t he to p seven. a nd he has
defi nite ly ea rned his spot. The

Miner' was Bob Sauer,
76th in 33:39. BO'b is also a
first time cross country letterman, and worked hard to

get there. This was also his last
race as a Miner, and the team
hates to lose Bob and Pete.
The next Miner finishers were

from page 13
Dan Lichtenwalner, 84th in
33:55, and Bruce Berwick, 89th
in 34: 12.
This was the team's best

:::::::1

Womens soccer
hoff. that is, not ihe goal.
Although the women played
up to and beyond the Cincinnati ca liber during the second
ha lf, Lady Luck was not with
o ur Lady Miners, and they
we re una ble to score.
Despite fatigue and injurypl ag ued pla y ers , U M R
bo unced back on Sunda y to
d efea t Quincy 3-1. They were

able to reach down past the
disapp,ointment of the previous
loss to U. of Cincinnati and
play with an intensity t,hat has
been the key to their success
this season.
Once again, with a consis'tency that has made her the
lead scorer of the team, Janet
Stones opened thescoring with
a breakaway from the Hawks'

season in a few years, an.
Coach Allgood is pleased tbat
the team is getting better eacb
year.

from
defense and a quick shot on
goal that breezed past the
goalie.
Kris Brillhart earned an
assi st in the secondwhalf as she ·
sent a terrific cross from the
corner to Jan Wilkerson, who
tapped the ball into the Quincy
net. Almost twenty minutes
later, the Hawks scored one of
the few goals Frumhoff per-

p~ge

13 ,

-

mitted this year when a Quinq
player sent a pretty good cros!
from the corner curving in
front of the goal over Frum.
hoff's head into the net. How.
ever U M R soon put fears ofa
Miners' ups~t to rest when
Sue Shrum kicked a smashinl
cross to a waiting Gina Tonsi,
who promptly pelted the ball
into the goal.

Volur
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Libran

libr"~1

TALE OF THE TAPE
Height:
10.16 em
Weight:
2A1 kilograms
Stride:
6.35 em
2Q.32 em
Length:
Best Clocking: _ Broke the
3 minute meter
(3/20/81)

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
The M-Club is proud to
present this week's award to
John Frerking of the U M R
Football team. John proved to
be a decisive factor in the
upset of the Central Missouri
Mules last Saturday. The slogan for the homecoming game,
"Kick the Mules," was a good
description of the II tackles, 2
sacks and 4 assists which John
accomplished. He also added
to the Miners' 16-0 shutout of
the Mules with one touchdown
and a safety. John was named
the M IAA defensive player of
the week for his performance.
Congratulations, John!

MIAA FOOTBALL

Player

THE WORLD FAMOUS

COORS LIGHT RACING TUKI1E
TAKES ON ALL COMERS
BRING YOUR OWN RACING TURTLE
AND TAKE ON SILVER BULLET!
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BY PH1
John Frerking, University
of Missouri-Rolla, had a defensive dream come true as he
blocked a Central Missouri
State punt and rambled 20
yards with the recovery for a
touc~down and tackled the
Mules' Jeff Horned in the end
zone for a safety. Additionally , the 6'2", 188 sophomore
defensive end from Columbia,
Mo.'s Rockbridge High School
on Coach Charles Finley's
Miners had II tackles and 2
QB sacks for a minus 14 yards
to complete his offensive/ defensive performance.

See your campus rep for entry form.
You can get your turtle at
PRIZES! Winning turtle and trainer
get picture in paper.
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